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3 ENERGY CALCULATION 

 

3.1 Introduction, step by step guide 

Calculating the expected long term Annual Energy Production (AEP) for a wind turbine or wind farm 
is one of the most important tasks when developing a wind project. The poorest wind sites (larger 
turbines; 150 kW+) have below 5 m/s in annual average wind speed. The best above 10 m/s. Due to 
the fact that the energy content in the wind increases with power of 3, a 10 m/s wind site will provide 
8 times more wind energy than a 5 m/s site. Due to the design of turbines, going for the best in cost 
efficiency, there will be limitations in utilizing the highest wind speeds. Therefore, the typical gain in 
production will “just” increase with a power of 2. This, although, still gives a factor of 4 increase in 
AEP for the 10 m/s relative to the 5 m/s site. And the increase in AEP just going from 6 m/s to 7 m/s 
is around 35%. This is why it is so important to know the wind speeds and predict the AEP very 
precisely. The AEP, together with the price earned per kWh, are the two main deciding factors for 
the value of the project and if it is feasible.  Project costs, maintenance costs, interest rates etc. are 
other deciding factors, but these vary very little from site to site (except onshore vs offshore). 
Thereby, the wind speed and the kWh tariff decides if the specific site is feasible to utilize. 
To do a proper AEP estimate, there are several ways to go. In windPRO, the order of the calculation 
modules is lined up like this: 
 

MCP – long term correct the local wind measurements 
PARK – do the AEP calculation based on the long-term corrected local wind data, including wake 
loss calculation 
LOSS & Uncertainty – evaluate/calculate expected losses and uncertainties 

 
OR, the “new energy calculation concept” based on MESO model data with time step calculation: 
 

MeteoAnalyzer OR PerformanceCheck+PARK – Post calibrate the Meso scale data to match local 
measurements or turbine production for the period with data 
PARK – do the AEP calculation based on recent 20 year Meso data (post scaled based on above), 
including wake loss calculation 
LOSS & Uncertainty – evaluate/calculate expected losses and uncertainties 

 
Before the calculations can be performed, there are several steps to be taken: 
  
Establish the wind basis. Having local measurements, import these in a METEO object. Check and 
screen the data. If no local measurements, other wind data sources must be considered. There are 
many options (see later in this manual). 
 
Design a wind farm layout and choose turbine type and hub height.  
First step will typically be to establish the potential wind farm area in the WTG-area object, including 
restriction zones, buffers etc. Later, the SITE COMPLIANCE and LOAD RESPONSE modules can 
be important to find out which turbines that are strong enough to survive at the site based on the 
wind conditions and the wind farm layout. Also, modules like METEO or WAsP interface can be 
useful for calculation of AEP for many different turbine variants and hub heights at “one spot” at the 
site to see which turbine comes out with the best AEP/Cost ratio for the site. Finally, the 
RESOURCE module is very helpful to get the spatial variations of the wind resource for the site and, 
thereby, a basis for designing a wind farm, eventually with help from the OPTIMIZE module. 
Many other constraints can dominate the wind farm layout design. Noise restrictions (DECIBEL 
module) very often decide. Visual constraints (PHOTOMONTAGE and ZVI modules), shadow 
flickering (SHADOW module) and environmental constraints like bird corridors, just to mention a few 
others. 
  
Set up a calculation model, which requires terrain data (elevation and roughness). With the terrain 
model and a flow model (WAsP, WAsP-CFD or flow result files from other model providers delivered 
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in the generalised FLOWRES file format), vertical and horizontal extrapolations can be performed so 
the wind expectations at each turbine position and height can be calculated. WindPRO offers full 
WAsP and WAsP-CFD integration and several terrain data sources for ON-LINE download. 
 

 Having local wind measurements: 3.1.1

1. Import the logger data in the windPRO METEO Object, do the data screening, and flag bad data. Set 

up a terrain model for WAsP or WAsP-CFD and do analyses, like how is the measured shear compared 

to model calculated shear. And if more masts are on the site, how does the model cross predict – if 

poor, what can be the explanations and which possible model adjustments can improve the model 

setup. 

2. Get long-term data, import in METEO object, analyze the quality, and compare different sources. 

Many long term data sources are available for ON-LINE download. 

3. Create long-term corrected windstatistics or long-term local time series with the MCP module OR use 

the new SCALER concept to calibrate long-term data using the local measurements. 

 Not having local wind measurements 3.1.2

a. Use one or more windstatistics (WAsP format) e.g. purchased from a meteorological department. 

Quality of these is often insufficient and they need to be validated e.g. by recalculating already 

operating turbines near the new site. 

b. OR use mesoscale model data. Needs calibration since the mesoscale model data is not accurate 

enough for direct use. Calibration can be based on regional measurements or turbine production 

from operating turbines. 

c. OR use a wind resource map provided by an external source (WAsP format). Here again, it must be 

mentioned that quality assurance is the key. 

For option b., which becomes more and more popular due to constantly improved mesoscale model 
data, windPRO 3.0+ offers a full new calculation concept, described in Chapter 7. 
 
Finally, yet importantly, it should be mentioned that windPRO has a large turbine database with the 
most important specifications for the energy calculations. In addition, windPRO has numerous tools 
for wind farm design (eg. the OPTIMIZE module), data validation, check etc. Specifically the 
PERFORMANCE CHECK module shall be mentioned here, since it allows the user to set up detailed 
analyses comparing calculated and measured production for one or more wind farm(s) on a very 
detailed level. Doing close comparisons between measured and model calculated energy 
(PERFORMANCE CHECK module) on many operating wind farms, make the user learn much about 
how well the model calculations perform relative to real life operation. This gives unique feedback on 
setting up a calculation model for future projects. 
 

3.2 Different concepts: windstatistics or time step calculation 

 Overview of the different concepts 3.2.1

Historically, majority of AEP calculations has been calculated based on windstatistics. This is the 
native WAsP concept (Wind Atlas Method), where wind data is represented by a 3 dimensional 
matrix with Weibull distributions and frequency by height, direction sector and roughness.  This 
concept is considered robust and fast – and it still is.  
 
Calculations in time domain do not really differ that much, but it gives many advantages. A major 
reason is that it is now possible to access good quality long term mesoscale wind data all over the 
world. But, the method is not limited to usage of mesoscale data. Also, local measurements can be 
used, and an added benefit is that the new concept includes the possibility for advanced 
interpolation in data from more masts - a feature that has been asked for in many years. 
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Table 1 Calculation/correction options: windstatistics vs time domain 

Calculation options   Windstatistics 
Time step 
calculation 

        

Power curve corrections:       

Different noise modes Day-Evening-Night  NO YES 

  Air density 

YES, by 
annual 
average 

YES, by 
time step 

  Turbulence NO   YES  

  Shear and veer NO   
YES (Meso 
data only) 

Model corrections:       

  
Displacement height by 
dir. sector YES  YES  

  RIX correction YES  YES  

Resource map calculation:   YES  YES   

Interpolation between more masts/Meso 
points:   Partly *1) YES  

Wake model options:       

  
Alternative models to 
N.O.Jensen 2005 YES  NO   

  

Special output like 
calculated turbulence 
and PPV model YES  (NO)   

  
Deep array wake loss 
model NO   YES  

  
Turbulence controlled 
WDC 

Partly, by 
direction 
sector 
average 

YES, by 
time step 

Utilization of WAsP CFD   YES  YES  

Utilization of other CFD models   Partly *2) Partly  *3) 

Utilization of Meso data from EMD   YES  YES  

Utilization of Meso data from other providers   Partly *4) Partly *4) 

*1) Within a wind resource map calculation, interpolation between more windstatistics are possible. 
Afterwards the resource map can be used as input for the calculation. 

*2) Delivering output as resource map (WAsP format) can be used as input for the calculation. 

*3) In the 2.9 "simple" variant of time step calculation handles resource map data as input. The new 
FLOWRES file format allow all model providers to generate output to be used from windPRO. The format 
also support turbulence, inflow angles etc. like it can handle different stability classes. 

*4) So far, the advanced downscaling removing the Mesoscale terrain info and using the shear from the 
Meso data, is only an option for EMD Meso data. However, the datasets from other providers can be used 
as an "artificial mast" or with a simplified downscaling method. 
 
Below are some arguments and explanations related to the time step calculation concept, also called 
“the new energy calculation concept”. But remember, the old windstatistics based concept is still fully 
supported and also expanded with new features. 
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 Why calculate in the time domain? 3.2.2

Due to the “new concept”, calculation in time domain, descriptions of the advantages are given in the 
following: 
 
3.2.2.1 More accurate calculation 

The validation of model calculation setup is much more precise. Instead of having "1 average value" 
to check against, multiple checks, by direction, month etc. can be performed. Also, Weibull fit 
problems are avoided. 
 
Corrections of power curves: Air density, turbulence, shear and veer are time step specific and 
higher accuracy can be obtained compared to average corrections. It is similar for wake models. It is 
known how the wake losses highly depend on turbulence, which varies in time. 
 
Curtailment losses, like noise, flicker, birds, bats or load based (sector management) can be 
calculated very precise having the time series productions. It is possible to calculate based on 
different Day-Evening-Night noise reduction modes in one process. 
 
3.2.2.2 Improve the model setup 

More detailed feedback recalculating operating turbines - learn about model problems, get better at 
setting up models for new projects. Get close to where the model calculation problems are e.g. by 
filtering data in high/low turbulence periods etc. 
  
3.2.2.3 Value of turbine production 

Output for time varying tariffs can be calculated. Similar if consumption pattern is known, own 
consume covered from turbines can be calculated. 
Grid systems and other production units can be designed better if the time varying production is 
known, eg. how will the spatial distribution of wind farms affect the wind production variations in time. 
 
3.2.2.4 Utilize Mesoscale wind data 

Mesoscale wind data is not precise - calibration with time domain data makes it possible to correct 
for eg. directional and seasonal bias in the mesoscale model data. 
Mesoscale data is complete, no "gaps" or frozen equipment like with measurements, and all signals 
are there, like temperature, pressure, turbulence, shear, veer, humidity, solar radiation etc.  
Mesoscale data opens up the ability for advanced corrections, like icing loss and heating 
requirements. 
 
3.2.2.5 Huge future development potential 

Manufactures are working towards more intelligent turbines that e.g. adjust to load conditions, 
meaning that the power curves will change by climate (load) conditions. MODEL can adapt these 
features. 
 

 How is it calculated in the time domain? 3.2.3

A transfer function between measurement points and calculation point is established by direction 
sector. The transfer function is used on each time stamp wind speed to extrapolate it to the 
calculation point. 
Using Mesoscale model data, the calculation height is interpolated in the meso data, thereby there is 
NO vertical model extrapolation, and the meso data shear is used for each time step. The mesoscale 
model data is downscaled by an advanced methodology. 
More meso points or measurement masts can be used with advanced horizontal interpolation on the 
"geostrophic wind level”, which means that the meso data is normalized (meso terrain lifted off), 
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before interpolation. Then, the interpolated, normalized values get the micro scale terrain applied at 
the interpolation point (calculation point). 
 
3.2.3.1 The transfer function calculator (the SCALER) features 

Pre-processing mesoscale data - downscaling - meaning "lifting" meso terrain out and applying 
micro terrain, utilizing as well traditional WAsP (ONLY ver. 11+) as well as WAsP-CFD as the 
FLOWRES (open flow model output format) for the transfer function. 
RIX correction is optional. 
Displacement height calculation can be performed, based on an object’s displacement height OR the 
sector wise auto displacement height calculator. 
Post calibration can be performed as well, with wind speed scaling and/or offset + individual sector 
wise, seasonal, diurnal or wind speed scaling factors. The post calibration corrects for eg. bias in 
mesoscale data. 
 
3.2.3.2 The SCALER can be used from: 

PARK, time varying calculation 
METEO analyzer, for eg. establishment of a calibrated SCALER for Meso data if measurement mast 
data is available. 
METEO object, “add scaled time series” for eg. downscaling meso data within the METEO object to 
evaluate how the downscaling changes the raw meso data. 
METEO object, graphic/profile, for scaling wind data within the METEO object (calculating the wind 
profile) for testing different SCALER settings, like displacement height. Note: the aggregated 
calculated profile is directly comparable to measured when aggregation e.g. by season, while the 
filtering works on calculated as well as measured. A traditional WAsP calculated profile will always 
be based on all data. 
 
3.2.3.3 The time varying concept features 

Calculation in the time domain adds following features: 
 

 Use the shear in the meso data by time step 

 Air density correction on time step basis. 

 Turbulence correct the power curve by time step. 

 Shear and veer corrected power curves by time step. 

 Use time step turbulence to adjust wake decay constant in the wake model on a time step basis. 
Table 2 Establishment of calibrated long-term data time series 
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Having both mesoscale long term data AND local measurements (blue arrow), there are two ways to 
go: 
 - Use MCP to create a long term local data series as input for the time varying calculation for getting 
the expected long term AEP. This method has the advantage that it can utilize the more refined 
options in MCP to eg. turn the mesoscale wind data to match the local measurements better. 
- Use Meteo Analyzer to calibrate the mesoscale data with a SCALER to reproduce the local 
measurements accurately in the concurrent time period, and then calculate with the full mesoscale 
data period and the calibrated SCALER for getting the long term AEP. This method has the 
advantage that the shear from the mesoscale data is used for the entire period, and it makes it 
possible to make power curve corrections on time step basis, based on the additional information in 
the mesoscale data. The present windstatistics based calculation concepts (WAsP) do not utilize the 
shear from local measurements, although it can be used in, for example, METEO object to calibrate 
the WAsP parameter settings, like heat flux. 
 

 Resource map, supports the design of the wind farm 3.2.4

A wind resource map is a calculation of the wind distributions (Weibull A and k for each direction 
sector) in a grid. The area to be calculated must be defined (e.g. by a WTG-area object) and the 
resolution and hub height(s) must be specified. A wind resource map (WAsP .RSF format) can be 
used as input for a PARK calculation or as input for an OPTIMIZATION.  
Wind resource maps can also be calculated as well based on wind statistic(s) or based on the 
SCALER concept with calculation in time domain, where the output although won’t include the time 
dimension. Both methods includes interpolation between more wind data sets (masts or meso scale 
data points). 
 

3.3 Basic requirements, data & objects 

A very large amount of data, as well a detailed description of the terrain, and numerous long wind 
data series, results in a huge data amount. WindPRO is specially designed and developed over 
decades to handle larger and larger data amounts in a structured way and in a way where the user 
can keep track of the data, check them for errors and correct them. Here, the different data types 
and objects (data containers) for energy calculations are described. Note the more detailed 
description of some objects mentioned given in the BASIS chapter. 
 
The fundamentals in an AEP calculation are: 
 

1. Wind measurements/data (can be pre-processed data as windstatistics or model wind data).  

2. Model extrapolations of the wind to each turbine position at hub height 

a. Vertical 

b. Horizontal 

c. In time (Long term correction)  

3. Turbine data (Hub height, Power curve and Ct curve for wake loss calculation) 

4. Losses 

a. Wake (depends on PARK layout, wind and terrain, and requires turbine positions) 

b. Electrical (can be calculated by eGRID module) 

c. Availability 

d. Other: like shut down due to environmental issues (curtailment) etc.  

More “details”, like temperature data for air density correction etc. are also relevant.  
In the following, the fundamental data structures for the needed input are reviewed, then followed by 
a chapter describing the models and validation tools.  
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 Wind measurements 3.3.1

Wind measurements are the typical basis for calculations of expected energy production from wind 
turbines. Of high importance is partly seasonal variations, partly annual variations. Therefore, 
measurements should normally be performed for at least one year to capture not only seasonal 
variations in wind speeds and directions but also like variations during the seasons. The annual 
variations should be handled by long-term correction based on long-term data for at least 10 years, 
preferably 20 years. Measured wind data and eventual additional data like temperature and pressure 
can be imported in the METEO object where data can be screened for errors or other problems like 
icing events etc.  
 
Measuring in more heights makes it possible to evaluate how the shear is handled by the model and 
if model adjustments are needed. Measuring at the expected hub height for the turbines to be 
installed takes out an important uncertainty component - the vertical extrapolation. Measuring with 
more masts (or other measuring devises, like Lidar), reduces the horizontal extrapolation uncertainty 
and gives, in general, an important feedback on how well the model handles this. The Cross 
Predictor in Meteo Analyzer is a tool for checking both the vertical and horizontal extrapolation 
accuracy of the model. More measurement points can also be handled in windPRO, where the new 
time step based calculation concept with SCALER allows for interpolations between more 
measurement points. This is an expanded feature not included in the native WAsP software. 
 

 Windstatistics  3.3.2

A windstatistics is a structured collection of wind measurements processed with terrain and holds, 
thereby, the information of the wind speed distributions as a function of roughness, direction and 
height. 

  
Figure 1 Wind Atlas Method 
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The left graphic illustrates the wind atlas method: “cleaning” the wind measurements of local terrain 
effects and establishment of a generalized wind climate, the windstatistics. This is then used with the 
local terrain at the calculation point to establish the expected “terrain corrected” wind climate. To the 
right, different wind distributions (frequency versus wind speed) are shown partly as measured (grey) 
and as weibull fitted representations (black line)[ Source: European wind atlas, Risø/DTU]. 
 
A windstatistics is a file with a multidimensional matrix with the following dimensions: 

 Height (typical: 10, 25, 50, 100, 200 m) 

 Wind direction (typical 12 sectors of 30 degrees) 

 Roughness (typical 5 classes; 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, corresponding to lengths; 0.0002, 0.03, 0.1, 0.4 and 1.5) 

For each dimension, a Weibull distribution describes the wind distribution. This is represented by an 
A and k parameter. For each roughness, a frequency by direction sector gives how often the wind 
comes from this direction. 
A windstatistics can be generated via WAsP from windPRO modules STATGEN or MCP. It is based 
on a Weibull distribution, a histogram (table data) or a time series in METEO object with wind speed 
and direction for each time stamp (ONLY 1 height) AND a terrain description (elevation, roughness, 
local obstacles and, eventually, displacement height). The WAsP model, popular spoken, lift off the 
terrain influence on the wind and creates “neutral” wind distributions. When generating from MCP, 
the local measurements are long term extrapolated based on a long-term time series (see more in 
MCP chapter). 
 
The native format for windstatistics in WAsP is called a Library file (*.LIB), or, since WAsP 11, is 
called (from www.wasp.dk ): 

 New Generalized Wind Climate (*.gwc) file format replaces the Wind Atlas (*.lib) file format  

 Vertical wind profile model and parameter settings are now part of the Generalized Wind Climate file; A number of 
model parameters, which in WAsP 10 and earlier versions were saved with the WAsP project, are now saved with 
the Generalized Wind Climate file. 

In windPRO, the file extension for a windstatistics is .wws. This file contains a number of additional 
parameters, like coordinates, information of the time series used, the WAsP parameters, WAsP 
version etc. The number of parameters has been expanded in time by different windPRO versions. 
From an energy calculation, a report page “windstatistics information” is available, where it can be 
seen which data and parameters are included in the .wws file. Note from windPRO as well .lib as 
.gwc files are supported. .lib files can be generated directly and both types can be used in 
calculations from windPRO. 
 
An important part of a windstatistics is the shear: how does the wind speed change with height. This 
is partly based on the roughness, but also on an advanced stability model, which is part of the WAsP 
model. The stability model can be invoked by changing the heat flux parameters in WAsP. This will 
typical be needed in very warm (dessert) regions or very cold climates. With measurements at more 
heights, the METEO object can be used to calibrate the stability settings. 
 

 Mesoscale wind data 3.3.3

Mesoscale wind data are time series output from a mesoscale model, like WRF. The concept is that 
data from global climate simulation models (ie, at a 100 km resolution) is used as the input together 
with terrain (elevation and roughness) to create a grid node resolution of ie. 3 km. The mesoscale 
model thereby adds the regional terrain effects not included in the global climate simulation models.  
 
Mesoscale wind data can be downloaded from a database with pre-run datasets for selected areas.  
using windPROby establishing a METEO object It is also possible to run the WRF mesoscale model 
from windPRO for any place in the world (see further details in chapter 4). A special feature added in 
the windPRO meso data is the used mesoscale terrain, which is stored in the METEO object. This is 
used when downscaling the meso data (lifting off the meso terrain and applying the micro 
terrain).But even when downscaling the mesoscale wind data, there will be a need for calibration. 

http://www.emd.dk/
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Mesoscale data does not have a fully accurate wind speed level all over the world, and the bias will 
be different depending on where the point is. Therefore, a post scaling/calibration is needed. In 
windPRO, there are comprehensive tools for performing this post calibration. 
 
VERY IMPORTANT: The use of downscaling near a coastline is problematic. The reason is 
partly the coarse resolution of the meso model runs (including coarse roughness data 
resolution) and partly the different stability conditions between land and water. Lifting off 
meso terrain (downscaling) from two data points near the coastline - one onshore, another 
offshore - can, thereby, give large differences in wind speeds when calculating e.g. right at 
the coastline. And which one tells the truth? It is so far recommended NOT to use mesoscale 
data within +/- 3 km from a coastline. Instead, take the next point further offshore or further 
inland, depending on where the calculation shall be performed (on- or offshore). 
 

 Elevation data 3.3.4

Elevation data describes the terrain elevation. In windPRO, elevation can be handled as  grid 

data or as  contour data with conversion options between the two formats. There are more free 
data sets available for download that can be directly accessed via windPRO ON-LINE data services, 
making it easy to establish the elevation data. Also, comprehensive tools are available within the line 
object for manually digitizing the elevation data based on contour lines on background maps. (See 
more details in chapter 2 Basis) 
 
For a wind farm site, elevation should be established for a distance of around 7 km in all directions 
from the edge of the site (can also depend on turbine height). For WAsP-CFD calculations, the data 
should cover a 20 km radius. The needed resolution of the elevation data depends on the terrain. 
For WAsP calculations, 5 m resolution contour lines are normally considered sufficient.  
A special issue to consider is when using surface data (top of forest etc.), like SRTM data. These 
data can create large errors, especially if turbines are placed inside or near forests and the 
calculation model, thereby, places the turbines on the top of the forest instead of on the ground. The 
only way to proceed in this case is to digitize the wind farm area manually based on background 
maps with the correct terrain elevation. 
 

 Roughness data 3.3.5

The surface roughness is very important for describing how the wind profile is dragged. It gives the 
friction created by the landscape elements like houses, trees and the surface of the ground. There 
are more free data sets available for download can be directly accessed via windPRO ON-LINE data 
services, making it easy to establish the roughness data. Also, comprehensive tools are available 

within the area object for manually digitizing the roughness data based on polygons on 

background maps. The area object exports the polygons to roughness lines, which is the 
format required by the WAsP model. 
 
Using older WAsP versions (< 10.2), or the simple ATLAS model, roughness can be handled as 
roughness roses, which can be established within site data objects (see windPRO 2.9 manual for 
details). But todays standard is to use roughness line maps. One reason for this is that newer WAsP 
versions (from 10.2) use the roughness maps for calculation of the stability corrections on a more 
refined way than previous WAsP versions. Therefore, the use of roughness roses are no longer 
supported.  
 
3.3.5.1 Using Online data for roughness line maps – the recommended procedure 

Roughness lines can be downloaded direct from EMD’s On-line service. It is only recommended for 
initial calculations or, for example, the calculation of resource maps for larger regions for finding 
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areas of interest. When a specific site shall be calculated, the fine-tuning of the roughness data is 
very important. This is very difficult based on roughness lines, and, thereby, it is recommended to 
perform this within the Area object as described below: 
 

 Import the data into an area object. 

 Delete the “open farmland” areas. While these normally cover the most, and they will be treated as 

background roughness. In non-farmland regions, like deserts, heavy forested regions or water, it can 

be more convenient to let these dominant area types be associated with the background roughness. 

 In a data set like “Data4Wind”, the open farmland is the class range of 1.8-1.9 . 

 Set the background roughness to the dominating roughness of “open farmland”(or whichever class is 

dominate), which can be from class 1 up to class 3 if there are many wind breaks (see figure later). If 

the farmland areas varies much in surface roughness (seen, e.g., by looking at the areas on google 

maps, preferably combined with a site visit), manual digitization of parts of the open farmland areas 

might be required to establish a reasonably accurate roughness map. 

 Take the roughness areas given as > class 3.2, and merge these into the class 3.2 layer. It can be 

discussed if there are areas with higher class than 3.2, but typically not for a standard farmland site 

(although, mountains could be). Forest areas are recommended not to be set higher than class 3.2 

but, instead, use the displacement height calculator for compensating for the effect of the forest (see 

chapter related to this). 

 Finally, export the processed roughness areas to lines. A line object with the data can automatically 

be created. 

3.3.5.2 General information about roughness 

For a wind farm site, roughness should be defined for a distance of around 20 km in all directions 
from the edge of the site (can also depend on turbine height). The needed resolution of the 
roughness data depends on the terrain. It is important that surface roughness shall be seen as a 
property of a larger portion of terrain. E.g., a farmland with many wind breaks should not be digitized 
wind break by wind break, but as the entire farm land region where the distance between and 
heights of the wind breaks decides the roughness (see figure later in this paragraph). 
 
Roughness can be handled by either roughness classes or roughness lengths (see next table). 
 

http://www.emd.dk/
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Table 3 Roughness definitions 

 
 

  
Figure 2 Production variation by roughness and specific power 

 
The deciding factors for AEP in flat terrain is the roughness, the specific power and hub height. 
Above is illustrated how the first two mentioned invoke AEP for Danish wind conditions- more than a 
factor of 2.  
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Figure 3 AEP change vs distance to coastline and hub height 

 
Illustrated in the figure above is the very large influence the roughness has on the AEP, even at high 
hub heights. A 100m high turbine loses 20% in production, when moving 15 km from shore inland – 
even with a relative low inland roughness of class 2. An only 15m high turbine loses 50%, so larger 
hub heights do compensate a fair for roughness influence but are still heavily influenced themselves. 
 
In areas with hedges (windbreakers), the graphs in the following figure, based on formulas from 
“Danish wind atlas”, Risø/DTU 1979, can be used to estimate the roughness class or length. Notice 
the non-linear impact of the hedge height on the roughness class. Normal farmland is assumed to lie 
between the hedges. This is incorporated into the figure by adding 0.03 m to all specified roughness 
lengths. A porosity of 0.33 is assumed. 
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Figure 4 Roughness in farmland with windbreaks 

 
In an area with many buildings, the roughness length can be estimated by using the following 
equation from “Danish wind atlas” Risø 1979: 
 

z0 = 0.5 * h2 * b * n / A                             
 
Where: 
 h = height of building 
 b = width of building 
 n = number of buildings 
 A = total area within which the n buildings are situated 

 
NOTE: The roughness length of the area between the buildings must be added to the roughness 
length, which has been determined based on the above equation, e.g., add 0.03 m to the calculated 
roughness length for normal farmland. 
 
The relation between roughness classes and roughness lengths is shown in the next figure. 
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Figure 5 Roughness class vs length 

 
By applying roughness sector wise (roughness roses), it may be necessary to decide on one 
roughness value when, that sector consists of more than one roughness class. It is then 
recommended to make a simple weighting of the roughness classes in that sector. For example, if 
the area consists of 1/2 Roughness Class 2, 1/4 Roughness Class 1 and 1/4 Roughness Class 3, 
the resulting Roughness Class becomes: (2*2 + 1*1 + 1*3)/4 = 2. It is, again, important to note that 
the use of Roughness Roses is a legacy practice/option that is only viable with WAsP versions 
before 10.2. 
 
It’s important that a roughness classification covers an entire roughness area (belt), i.e. a roughness 
belt with a width 1000 m with one crossing hedge of 10 m heights should be assessed to the 
roughness class 2. It’s often seen that such an area has been classified as roughness class 1 all the 
way to the hedge, with a shift to roughness class 3 for a few meters along the width of the hedge, 
and with a final roughness class of 1 just after the hedge. This is incorrect! The “European Wind 
Atlas” recommends doubling the width of every new roughness belt when moving outwards from the 
WTG. 
 
Another important rule: Even if an area is located at a ground level, which is lower than the turbine 
site, the roughness classification is not affected by this fact. The differences in terrain heights are 
included in the elevation model. 
 
In practice, it’s important to visit the site and take preliminary notes regarding the roughness and the 
distances between the roughness changes. Furthermore, notes should be taken regarding local 
obstacles and their dimensions. Having completed the site visit, the exact distances between the 
roughness changes and the final design of the roughness classifications can be determined at your 
desk by using the map and the above mentioned tools. However, much of the measuring work can 
be avoided by using digital background maps in windPRO. An efficient option is the Google 
synchronization view, where the objects are shown on top of Google Earth maps. 
 

 Obstacles – displacement heights (forest handling) 3.3.6

Single obstacles, e.g. buildings, hedges etc. (of more than ¼ of the hub height) near the WTG (within 

approximately 1000 m from the turbines) should be included as  local obstacles OR 
incorporated by displacement height. 
 

http://www.emd.dk/
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A displacement height calculator was introduced in windPRO 3.0, because experiences showed the 
obstacle model does not handle the combination of forest and larger turbines sufficiently. It is, 
therefore, recommended to use the displacement height calculator when having forest areas near 
(within approx. 1 km) the turbines when they have a 40 m hub height or higher. For smaller turbines 
(<40 m), the obstacle model seems to handle the reductions sufficiently, although there are 
problems when the obstacles are very close to the turbines (within the shaded region shown in the 
figure below). 
 
If the obstacle is lower than ¼ of the hub height or farther than 1000 m away, it should not be 
included in the calculation as an obstacle as it will have little or no influence on the calculation result. 
However, it must be included as a roughness element in the roughness classification. In addition to 
the dimensions of the obstacle, its porosity must also be estimated. The following figure shows how 
the WAsP model handles obstacles. 
 

 
Figure 6 Obstacle model 

The displacement height calculator works like this: 

 

Figure 7 Displacement height calculation 
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With the displacement height calculator, a height is subtracted from the hub height in each direction 
sector based on the height of the forest and the distance to the forest. Various input data to describe 
the forest can be used (see more detailed documentation later).  
 

 Site data object: the terrain (and wind) data container 3.3.7

The site data object is a multi-purpose object for definition of how the terrain shall be handled. It can, 
e.g., merge more elevation or roughness data files, or be used to point out a specific combination of 
files, which makes experimental calculations more structured. When the purpose is set for WAsP 
calculation or resource map generation, a windstatistics can also be selected within this object. 
Thereby, when setting up, e.g., a PARK calculation, all the input data is defined just by a link to a site 
data object.  
 
Depending of the use, the object will change color on the map. The different colors are: 
 

  
 

 Black – for Atlas 

 Blue – for WAsP *) 

 Orange – for STATGEN *) 

 Green – for RESGEN *) 

 Purple – For WAsP-CFD 
 

*) Can be used for terrain input for SCALER, Site Compliance etc. 
 

 Turbine data 3.3.8

 New WTG 

 Existing WTG 
 
Wind turbines can be established as new or existing. Both hold links to the turbine catalogue with 
information on power curve, Ct curve, noise data, visualization data etc. User defined parameters 
such as coordinates, hub heights etc. can be input as well (more details are in chapter 2 of the Basis 
module. 
For existing turbine objects, information on actual production can be included, partly as the long-term 
expected production (statistic tab) and/or as time series (see more details in chapter 11, Operation – 
Performance Check).  
As a new 3.1 feature, the noise reduced power curves can be utilized based on Day-Evening-Night 
settings and thereby a PARK calculation can handle different noise modes by time of day. 
  
 

3.4 Tools (data/MODEL validation/calibration) 

Models have uncertainties; data have uncertainties – and even errors. 
One of the most important disciplines within energy calculations is to justify that both the data and 
the models used are reasonably correct. This means that the calculated wind distribution at each 
turbine location is as close as possible to what the project will actually show. There are plenty of 
possible mistakes. The more comprehensive the evaluation of the data and the models, the higher 
the safety that no major mistakes are made. The validation/calibration tools therefore, always have 
had a high focus in windPRO. 
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 Overview of model and wind data validation tools 3.4.1

 
Table 4 Model and data validation tools 

 
Extrapolation of the wind data, e.g., coming from a measurement mast, will, in most cases, be 

needed, as measurements will not be available at each planned turbine position, are often not in hub 
height, and not long enough to be sure data is long-term representative. This is where the models 
come in, like the WAsP flow model for horizontal and vertical extrapolation, and MCP models for 
long-term extrapolation. 
 
 

Model and wind data validation tools in windPRO 
      

Meteo object: 
  

Compare more measurement heights, disable (flag) erroneous data, merge "free 
directions"(remove mast shadow if more anemometers in same height), calculate 
shear 24-12 matrix and based on this create synthesized data in other height and 
many more options. 

  
Graphic tab, profile: 
  

    
Validates the shear by showing measured shear together with model-calculated 
shear from ONE height. Can be shown by direction sector.  

    

The model calculated shear can be a)WAsP OR b)WAsP-CFD based for aggregated 
data (windstatistics based). Thereby, annual average calculated shear is shown 
which by season or day/night aggregation of measurements not give a real 
comparison.  

    

OR c)SCALER based. With SCALER, real comparisons by, e.g., season or day/night are 
possible. Although the model "behind" (WAsP) does not yet have the option to run 
with different day/night heat flux settings, then only when using Meteo object with 
EMD Meso data, the day/night shear differences be compared between measured 
and calculated. 

Meteo analyzer: 
  

General: Compare more masts/meso data on time series level or aggregated with 
concurrency optional. Disable functionality available - written back to Meteo objects. 

  
Cross predictor: 
  

    
Validates the horizontal (and vertical) model extrapolations between more masts 
and heights based on concurrent data 

  SCALER:   

    

Creates a SCALER based calculation (e.g. from Meso data or other mast) in an 
existing mast (Meteo object) for comparison to measured data – then optional: 
Change SCALER setup (Post calibration) and recalculate to get a match. 

MCP:    

  

Creates long-term corrected wind data based on transfer model set up from concurrent local 
measurements and long-term data. The module holds comprehensive tools for comparing the 
modelled and measured data in the concurrent data period and gives quality indicators. 

Performance Check:  

 

The most comprehensive tool (module) for validating the “full way” from wind data to energy output 
from the wind turbines (when in operation). Checking performance turbine by turbine, direction by 
direction, month by month, power curve by power curve etc. can give the full understanding of 
where data or models fail or need tunings. 
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 METEO object: the wind data container 3.4.2

The Meteo object is the input object for wind data and other measurements or model data. 
Input can be from the very simplest form: 

 input manually one wind speed (annual mean) in one sector together with Weibull k=2, and you can 
calculate AEP based on just a simple mean wind speed and a Raleigh distribution (Weibull where k=2) 

To the very advanced form: 

 import measurements from a Sodar or Lidar export file with 25 different heights for a long 
measurement period with high time resolution. The data files might even have changed format or 
units during the measurement period,. The Meteo object importer can also read from compressed 
files, like .zip are read direct. Finally, it can read the NRG logger files (.RWD) direct (although it is 
processed through the NRG data retriever software that must be installed. Free download from 
www.nrgsystems.com) 

 
An important notice loading .RWD files: When loading direct, the “site” that is established in 
the NRG data retriever software, containing the calibration factors, is based on the data in the 
logger. Often, users of NRG loggers have their “site” established locally on their PC, where they 
put in the calibration factors etc. This information is NOT included unless you get it from the mast 
operator or you enter it yourself. There can, therefore be a risk of using the wrong calibration 
factors when importing direct from .RWD files. 
 

The measurements can be used “direct” (without use of models) for AEP calculations in the 
calculation module METEO. But, the most common way is to generate a windstatistics based on the 
data in a Meteo object and terrain information from a site data object and then use the windstatistics 
in a site data object for calculation of AEP with ATLAS, WAsP interface or (most common) using the 
PARK module. (NOTE: Remember the in-between process of long-term correcting (MCP -see 
chapter 11)). 
Thus far NRG .RWD files are the only logger files that can be loaded directly. Other data must first 
be converted to ASCII files (like .txt or .csv) with the logger software tools. Additionally, windPRO 
has an automatic filter for Zephir lidar data files so that all definitions for all channels are filled out 
automatically. 
 

http://www.emd.dk/
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 The new 3.x METEO object features  3.4.3

3.4.3.1 The new 3.1 METEO object features  

 
Figure 8 Disable by right mouse button drag. 

 
Holding down the right mouse button, then drag in time series window, and the disable/enable form 
appear when releasing the button. 
 
Meteo object description and displacement height included in shear export from graphic profile: 

 
Figure 9 Object description and displacement height included in header. 

 
Stability information can be imported and viewed in graphs. 

 
Figure 10 Stability can be imported in meteo object. 
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Above EMDConWx meso scale data. The rmol_mean is the inverse Monin Obukov length available 
in this data set. The graphic presentation look so: 
 

 
Figure 11 graphic view of stability classes. 

 
Different settings are available. The graphic view is the first step; in later windPRO version, the 
Stability information can be included in calculations. 

 
Figure 12 Setup of stability legend. 

 
In the legend above, the grouping of the stability classes can be user defined. Note in EMDConWs 
meso data, it is the reverse Monin Obukov length (1/L) that will be imported, in the definition above it 
is the Monin Obukov length, L that is shown, with option for shoving 1/L. 
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3.4.3.2 The new 3.0 METEO object features  

 

Figure 13 data types in meteo object 

 
Data type now has more variants. The “Meso” has a special meaning as the SCALER recognizes 
this type as being for downscaling purposes. Another addition is the tab “Meso terrain”: 
 

 

Figure 14 Meso terrain in Meteo object 

 
Here, the meso terrain is included when downloading EMD meso data. Note: there are two different 
roughness files- a min. (winter) and a max. (summer). The mesoscale model uses seasonal varying 
surface roughness. When “lifting off” the meso roughness, the min. by default is used all year. In the 
user defined SCALER settings, the max can be used or even a seasonally dependent choice. 
 
It is possible to view the meso terrain by using “Add as result layer”. 
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Figure 15 Meso roughness in result layer shown on map 

 
The min. meso roughness illustrated by result layer. 
 

 

Figure 16 Add scaled height in meteo object 

 
Within the METEO object is another new feature: Add scaled height. 
Here, the SCALER is used to create a scaled (e.g. downscaled meso data) time series within the 
meteo object. Then, it is easy to compare direct to non-scaled data within the meteo object. It is 
important to note that the position the data is scaled to is decided by the current object position. 
Thereby, it is possible to move the meso data based meteo object to a position where an “artificial 
mast” is wanted. The meso based meteo object knows its original position and uses the meso terrain 
from this position, only the micro terrain is used for the new current position. 

http://www.emd.dk/
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Figure 17 Radar graph comparison 

 
Here is illustrated how a downscaled meso data series compares to the original. The hill impact in 
the N-S directions gears up the wind speed in the downscaled data compared to the original data, 
which only sees the hill very roughly due to the low resolution of the elevation data in the mesoscale 
model. 
 

 

Figure 18 Profile based on SCALER calculation 
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Another feature is the use of the SCALER for establishment of the wind profile. This is interesting 
because the calculated profile is no longer just one profile by direction sector. When aggregating by 
season, only the, e.g., calculated summer profile, is compared to measured summer profile. With the 
“traditional” WAsP profile, only the annual mean profile is available for comparison to, e.g., 
measured summer profile. This, thereby, gives closer comparison between measurements and 
calculations. Although, it must be mentioned that the variation of stability in time is NOT handled 
(yet) by this. This will require different WAsP stability parameters in the time domain (a coming 
feature). It must also be noted that ONLY the SCALER set to WAsP method (measured data) for 
profile calculation based on only ONE height is available here. The Mesoscale downscaling method 
requires more heights as input, which the profile viewer shown above not is prepared for. But, by 
adding more scaled heights, it is possible to view the shear of the down scaled data based on 
specific heights. 
  

  

Figure 19 Compare summer profile by windstatistics based WAsP (left) and SCALER (right)  

  
Above in, Figure 14, is an example looking only at summer data. On the left is the traditional WAsP 
calculated profile (red), which represents all data. On the right is the profile calculated by the 
SCALER, where only the summer months data is shown as calculated and, therefore, directly 
comparable to measurements. The white line in the left graph is the neutral profile calculated by 
WAsP with neutral stability settings. This is just for information, showing how much the deviation is 
between using neutral stability and the actual used stability by WAsP calculation. 
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Figure 20 Compare day-night profile 

 
Another example is given in Figure 15 above, showing day (left) and night (right). It is seen that the 
measured shear is some higher at night, but the SCALER/WAsP calculated shear does not reflect 
this. This would require that the WAsP parameters (heat flux) were changed for day-night 
calculations. This will be an option in later versions of the SCALER and it will, thereby, be possible to 
get calculations to match measurements more precisely. 
 
3.4.3.3 Turbulence from Mesoscale data in meteo object 

Although the turbulence from Mesoscale modelling might not be too precise, it can be convenient to 
take turbulence data from this in order to at least have some data. To get the turbulence information 
from the EMD-ConWx meso data requires a little work: 
 

 

Figure 21 Establish turbulence data in Meso meteo object 

 
Looking at the import filter, the last column is 36. This need to be expanded by clicking the little “+” to 
add lines: 
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Figure 22 Establish turbulence data in Meso meteo object (2) 

 
The extra columns include the standard deviation; sqrtTKE in all heights. Set, e.g., the 100m Type, 
to wind speed and sub type to “St.dev.” and the height to 100m. 
 

 

Figure 23 Establish turbulence data in Meso meteo object (3) 

 
On the Data setup tab, press “Add signal” and choose Turbulence intensity. This will then be 
composed from wind speed and St.dev. Double check by pressing on the small arrow to the right to 
make sure it took the values from the correct signal sources. 
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Figure 24 Graphic view of turbulence 

 
The graphic presentation above shows the turbulence from the meso data, in this case, matches the 
IEC 3 Category C very well (which, for this site, is expected). Other tests indicate similar reasonable 
Meso data turbulence values, but it has not been tested sufficiently yet. One special concern is that 
the added turbulence by forestry will probably not be reflected sufficiently in meso data turbulence. 
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 METEO object – tab by tab (from 2.9 manual) 3.4.4

3.4.4.1 Guide – including on-line data description 

 

Figure 25 Guide in Meteo object 
 
Typically, time series will be the most common format in which data is made available – if users have 
any doubts about reading them, start with the Wizard. 

 
Online data gives access to data on the EMD On-line server, where EMD adds free data for fast and 
easy download. Also, data for purchase is available, where the EMD server relinks to commercial 
data servers. To download these requires a coupon code, which can be purchased through EMD. 
Press the On-line button to see your current options. These are expanded regularly. If a meteo 
object with On-line data is reopened, the Online button changes to “refresh online”. 
 
The online data download interface looks like this: 

http://www.emd.dk/
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Figure 26 On-line data download in meteo object 

 
The first screen shows the list of possible datasets for download. It’s now possible to check relevant 
datasetsin order to test if there is coverage near the site. 
 
The datasets are described in detail here: 
 http://help.emd.dk/WindPRO/content/ReferenceManual/OnlineData.pdf 
 
Short intro: 
 

 NCAR, NARR (US only) Merra and CFSR are model data. NCAR has the most coarse 
resolution, with MERRA and CFSR as the highest at 1 hour, 30 km. 

 QSCAT and blended Costal winds are offshore data based on scatterometer measurement 
technique. 

 METAR (Airports) and SYNOP (Meteorological institutes) are mast measurements, typical 
10m height. Period and time resolutions vary much by region and station. 

 EMDConWx are high resolution mesoscale model data, 1 hour, 3 km resolution (for Europe 
only so far – require subscription fee). 
 

All data sets are updated monthly, except QSCAT, which stopped in 2009. Most datasets go 30y 
back. 
 

http://www.emd.dk/
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Figure 27 On-line data coverage check 

 
  
After coverage check, dots show locations for possible datasets. Click on one of the dots to see 
which dataset it refers to. Note the Google map can be used as background. With “OK” the selected 
dataset will be downloaded. The data will automatically be imported in the Meteo object, ready for 
analyses. 
Note it is possible to download more data sets at a time from the Meteo Analyzer. 
 
3.4.4.2 Purpose 

 

Figure 28 “Purpose” settings help to structure the data. 
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If there are several wind measurement data in a WindPRO project, it can be difficult to keep an 
overview. Giving the data different purpose settings can improve the overview. Only the relevant 
data based on purpose settings will be selectable from different forms in the software. 
 
3.4.4.3 Data 

 

Figure 29 The Data tab - import setup 

 
The Data tab controls: 

 Import setup (identifying file structure(s)),  

 Data setup (setting up the signals wanted for each height) 
and after importing data: 

 Time series (view, analyse, flag time series data) 

 Table data 

 Weibull data 

 Turbulence data 
 
Below, each function in this tab is explained. 
 
3.4.4.3.1 Data: Import setup 

 
File types supported: Only ASCII files can be imported at present. This means that raw logger files, 
Excel files or database files must be converted to text files before data can be imported. 
Compressed text files are supported, so it is ok to have the text files in .zip, .rar or other compressed 
files. 
Add file(s): point out the files with the data to import. Note, these MUST have the same structure – if 
not, add more import filters and add the files “below” each import filter.  
Add folder; point out the folder with the files that contains the data to import. Note, these MUST 
have the same structure – if not, add more import filters. When specifying a folder, and adding new 
data files after the initial set up, the Meteo data object can be updated. Simply choose “load new” in 
the data setup tab (see later). If there is data from more masts or different files in the folder, it is 
possible to set a mask, e.g. “*.txt” so only relevant files is used. 
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Figure 30 Adding folders in meteo object 

 
Remove; Remove the selected files in the list from the import filter 
Edit; Edit the import setting, like the file mask in “Add folder”. 
View file; View the selected file with current import settings applied. This is very useful to identify the 
structure of the file and to see if the import settings are working.  
Online data; (requires an active license for the MCP/Statgen module) - start a communication with 
EMD server (see 3.3.2.1 Guide – including on-line data description). 
Time zone; If data is in UTC (same as GMT) time, which often is seen for “general purpose data”, or 
your data files are not in your local time zone, they will automatically be transformed to the local time 
zone set in the project properties. For the individual heights, you have the further option to time shift 
the data series individually. This is needed, for example, when importing NCAR data where 10m 
data is forecast data (6 hour ahead) while the other data is “normal”. 
Structure of the files (import filter); A file giving the structure can be loaded and saved. This helps 
save time if the same type of files is often used in different projects. If you do not have an import filter 
saved, use the “auto detect” feature. 
Auto detect; is a very powerful feature that can recognize the “base structure” of many types of wind 
data files. There will often be “manual work” to do – this can be avoided for subsequent files by 
saving the structure. 
 
Recalibration: is a feature that allows a user to modify the calibration, if the used sensor calibration 
converting from logger data to ascii files is found to be incorrect.  
 
Use text to numbers: is a feature to convert, e.g., wind direction described as N, NNE, ENE, etc., to 
numbers. 
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Figure 31 Setting up import filter in meteo object 

 
When "auto detect" is used, the lower part of the form is filled in automatically. In the example above, 
an NRG SymphonieTM logger file is used, and everything is auto detected. Several other standard 
logger output files can be auto detected and new types are continuously added. Some file formats, 
however, must be manually setup, if they, e.g., are user defined excel exports, etc. 
 
Import setup: Manual adjustment of “auto detection” 
 
There has to be an entry for each data signal which will be used in the object. The signals not used 
will just be ignored if the option “ignore” is chosen.,. Signals can always be set up and used at a later 
stage. 
 

1. Chose “type” in the drop down list, like “Time stamp” or “wind speed” (note that the standard 
deviation (StDev) of a wind speed signal is also classified as a wind speed). 

2. Chose “sub type”, like “year” or “mean” etc. 
3. Chose “unit” – note that wind speeds in non-metric units (e.g. mph, knots) will be auto converted to 

“m/s” in the object. 
4. Chose “height” – must be in “meters” – eg. NRG SymphonieTM files set to “feet” will be auto 

converted to meters. Always check that height is correct, as it might be wrong in the data file! 
 
When all signals are set up, go to the “data setup” tab. 
 
3.4.4.3.2 Data: Data setup 

1) Create a time step by time step AEP calculation for each turbine for a performance check/model 
calculation check. Comparing this calculation with real production from the Scada system or turbine 
computer makes it possible to evaluate data by direction, hour, month, wind speed etc. This allows 
you to see where eventual problems might be if actual production does not match calculated. 
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Figure 32 Define signals in "data setup" for heights 

 

 
 
It is possible to set a displacement height, if the mast, e.g., is in a forest (positive disp. height) or on 
a very narrow rock (island) (negative disp. height), that NOT is included in the elevation data. The 
data type, mast, Lidar, etc.… can be specified. This information can be used by modules like SITE 
COMPLIANCE. 
 
The “Auto Create” button is, by default, yellow as this will be the typical starting point. This will 
automatically create all the wind speed measurement heights in the import setup, providing the file 
can be read by windPRO. The signals created by default are: 

 Wind speed 

 Wind direction 

 Turbulence intensity 

Wind direction is taken from nearest height to the wind speed height. 
 
Add/Remove signal is used for adding other signals, e.g., temperature or “max. wind speed” or 
removing unwanted signals. There is full flexibility. Even shear can be added as a signal, giving 
options for comprehensive analyses of shear with the graphics features. 
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Figure 33 Setup of shear calculation 

 
In adding shear, the user has full flexibility on which height will be used to calculate the shear time 
series (minimum of 2 heights is needed). 
 
(Re)load all/new files for selected signal loads the data from the files via the import filter into a 
time series. The right button (new) only loads new files added after the last load operation. 
 
Buttons to the right: 
 
Add adds a new height. The button also has more sub menus: “Add merged” and “Add synthesized”. 
Add mergedis a flexible way to merge two or more measurements, typically used to take out the 
tower shading when two sensors are at the same height (see example at the end of this section).  
Add synthesized gives access to a advanced shear calculator that is used to scale measured data 
to another height (see example at the end of this section).  
Remove adds or removes a (selected) measurement height 
Load all/new loads all heights in one process. The “new” only loads new files added after the last 
load operation.  
Update online refreshs data previously loaded as EMD On-line data (updates with recent months) 
Setup allows setting of rules for concurrency, disabling of turbulence and rules for use of data for the 
turbulence table. Also, a special feature is available for very high time resolution data. 
Export exports all or selected data into a flat text file format. The flagging of the data is included in 
the export (see explanation in the text file). Below is an example where 80m and 60m data are 
exported: 
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Figure 34 Export format from METEO object 

 
Status values are binary coded, so the sum in the status columns can be decoded for precise 
identification of the flagging (means that more flags can be applied to the same data point). There is, 
as well, a status column for all signals as well as one for each signal. The headers are exported 
unicoded (UID), meaning that the same text will appear no matter from which language it is 
exported. Thereby, it is easy (only one windPRO meteo importer needed) if a company wishes to 
maintain a large database with exports from many different users around the world.  
 
Import Imports from previously explained export formats. Note: a full object export can be performed 
from the object list. An import of this full METEO object is done from the “Guide” tab. 
 
 
Features in the top of the form: 
 
Activate activatesthe different types of data presentation.. If you have no intention of using the 
Weibull distribution, or you have table data but no time series data, this feature is useful. 
 
[  ] Lock existing time series is used when new data is added, but the older previous data loaded 
does not exist as data files on the PC or they have been added with different import settings in v2.5 
or previous versions. Basically, adding new data requires intact import filters and files for all data 
except when older data series are locked. 
 
Low/high limit is used to flag the data record “out of range” data in the time series. Note: wind 
speed low limit, by default, is “-1”. Sometimes calibration of the raw measurements makes the “0” or 
very low wind speeds negative. To avoid these being “flagged” as “out of range” it is important not to 
set this to “0”. If “0” wind speeds are not included in the data set, the Weibull distribution will be 
wrong and the calculations will be wrong. 
 
 
 
 
 

Geographical Coordinates (WGS84):Longitude: -87,22 Latitude: 13,9

Local Coordinates: (UTM WGS 84 Zone: 16)Longitude: 475798 Latitude: 1536185

Description: 4108

User label:

StatusValues:

Ok 0

Disabled 1

Below limit 2

Above limit 4

Duplicate 8

Null value 16

Missing 32

Other error 128

Note that SampleStatus takes precedence over DataStatus which means that DataStatus is only relevant if SampleStatus is OK.

TimeStamp_80,0m

MeanWindS

peedUID_80

,0m

Direction

UID_80,0

m

TurbIntUI

D_80,0m

Commen

t_80,0m

TimeSta

mpStatus

_80,0m

SampleSt

atus_80,0

m

DataStatus_Me

anWindSpeed

UID_80,0m

DataStatus_

DirectionUID

_80,0m

DataStatus_

TurbIntUID_

80,0m TimeStamp_60,0m

MeanWind

SpeedUID_

60,0m

Direction

UID_60,0

m

TurbIntUI

D_60,0m

[m/s] [Degrees] [m/s] [Degrees]

11-06-2008 13:10 4,4 53 0,0682 0 0 0 0 0 11-06-2008 13:10 4,3 53 0,0698

11-06-2008 13:20 4 56 0,15 0 0 0 0 0 11-06-2008 13:20 3,7 56 0,1622

11-06-2008 13:30 4,3 57 0,2326 0 0 0 0 0 11-06-2008 13:30 4,1 57 0,2195

11-06-2008 13:40 4,7 55 0,1702 0 0 0 0 0 11-06-2008 13:40 4,6 55 0,1739

11-06-2008 13:50 4,2 48 0,2143 0 0 0 0 0 11-06-2008 13:50 4,1 48 0,2439
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3.4.4.3.3 Remove tower shading – add merged 

 

Figure 35 Compare wind speeds by direction 

 
When two wind speed measurements are at the same height, the desire often is to use both to 
remove the influence of tower shading and, thereby, get the “clean” signal.. A typical setup is shown 
above. Here, sensor 2 is used as “base” and there is merged data from sensor 1. Looking at the 
data, it is obvious that sensor 1 measures higher values from 140 degrees to around 320 degrees 
(the difference, sensor 2 minus 1, is negative). This example is not as obviously clear as is usually 
seen, most likely beacuse both sensors are close to being top mounted. Click on OK and the 
following screen appears: 
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Figure 36 Merging data from more sensors 

 
The rules established for the merged series are shown. Before loading the merged data, the rules 
can be edited by clicking the small dots to the right of each rule, and any rule based on any signal 
can be created. 
 
Add synthesized – creates shear matrix – scale to new height  
 

 

Figure 37 Create synthesized data 

Based on two or more heights with measurements, data can be scaled to a new height based on a 
shear matrix. The shear matrix can be more or less detailed, depending on how good and long term 
period of data is available. Below is an example. 
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Figure 38 Shear matrix 

 
The shear matrix is calculated from Weibull fitted mean wind speeds in each bin (season, time of day 
and direction) and will, thereby, partly represent stability conditions. For example, a lot of sun heating 
the earth’s surface will give low shear due to mixing of the air. The extrapolation to a new height will 
then be based on the individual bin values for shear. Note: In complex terrain, just on a smooth hill, 
or in a forest, it can give very wrong extrapolations can occur. Using a model, like WAsP (or better, 
WAsP-CFD, when terrain is really complex) for the extrapolation, will be the better choice. 
 
If there is too little data for a bin (1 direction sector, one diurnal period and one seasonal period), the 
bin will be given data based on the following priority: 
 
1. Year value for the direction and diurnal period. 
2. Mean value for the nearest two directions 
3. Overall mean 
 
For instance, if a direction has almost no data, not even a year’s worth of values might be present for 
a certain diurnal bin, then the two nearest directions are used. If those (or just one of them) also 
have two little data, the algorithm moves to step 3. But note, these substitutions are not very 
critically, since they will basically represent bins where wind very rare is experienced. 
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Figure 39 Load synthesized data 

 
The new synthesized height is created and must be loaded. With the “edit” button it is possible to get 
back to the shear calculation setup and adjust. 
 

 
When data is loaded, the tabs with the different data presentations will be added. 
 
Time series; 

 

Figure 40 Time series data 
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With color background, data characteristics like “Out of range,” data is clearly shown. Click in the 
color field and the cursor jumps to the first event. Data can be sorted by clicking on the header; this 
is very efficient for, e.g., finding the highest measured wind speeds 
 
Select: can select “enabled” data – selection can also be performed “manually” by dragging the 
mouse in the list. 
 
Selected: data can, e.g., be copied to clipboard and pasted to other programs, e.g., Excel.  
 
Enable/disable: can be performed manually in the list by checking the checkbox next to the time 
stamp, or the “Advanced” feature can be used. 
 

 

Figure 41 Advanced enabling/disabling. 

 

 

Figure 42 Advanced disable/enable feature for ALL heights  

 
Pressing the "Action" button (shown in Figure 36) gives access to the advanced disable/enable 
feature for ALL heights (with same time stamp or within +/- 5 min.) that fulfil the conditions in the filter 
settings. 
 
Only the Enabled data that is NOT out of range or duplicated is used in the aggregated data, 
described in the following. The aggregated data is automatically updated if changes in the original 
time series data are performed. 
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3.4.4.3.4 Data: Frequency table 

 
 
Figure 43 Data frequency table 

 
3.4.4.3.5 Data: Weibull 

 

Figure 44 The Weibull fitted data. 

The method for Weibull fit is energy weighted by the same method as DTU/Risø’s WAsP uses, as 
described in the “European Wind Atlas”. The Weibull distribution is used as input if the Meteo object 
data is used for further calculation, e.g., within the WAsP model. 
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3.4.4.3.6 Data: Turbulence 

 

Figure 45 Turbulence data  

 
Turbulence data can be shown as mean values and as standard deviations. By copying these two 
tables to Excel, any combination of mean and standard deviation can be made for turbulence 
evaluations (e.g., Characteristic values as defined in IEC 61400-1 ed.2 = mean + 1 x StDev and  ed. 
3 as mean + 1.28 x StDev). 
 
3.4.4.4 Graphics 

The Graphic tab holds advanced features for evaluation of the measurements. Also included are 
features for disabling erroneous data found by the graphic evaluation of the data. 

 At each graph there will be a “Copy to Excel” button. The graph data “as seen” can be copied to 
clipboard, and, from there, pasted to Excel or similar. 
 
There will be the following main graph windows, each with different view options: 

 Time series 

 Weibull/table 

 Rose view 

 Turbulence 

 Wind speed difference 

 General X-Y graph 

 Profile 
 
Only a selection of the graphs within each option will be shown below as the others should not need 
any further explanation. 
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3.4.4.4.1 Graphics: Time series 

 

Figure 46 The time series view  

 
The time series view is efficient for finding erroneous data – simply right click in the graph at the start 
and end of erroneous data for disabling that particular section. You can also add comments (right 
click) and these can be reported in a separate report. Zoom by mouse drag is possible as well. 
 
With the check boxes for each height and signal, viewing can be controlled. 
 
3.4.4.4.2 Graphics: Weibull/table 

 

Figure 47 The Weibull/table graphs  

 
The Weibull/table graphs are shown here for two heights. Note that the axis can be scaled manually 
by the “Edit graph” feature, activated by double clicking on the graph. 
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Figure 48 Advanced editing of the graph setup 

 
Double clicking on a graph gives access to advanced editing of the graph setup. Above is shown the 
dialog box for manually adjusting the x-axis. 
 
3.4.4.4.3 Graphics: Turbulence 

 

Figure 49 Turbulence graphs  

 
The Turbulence graphs are shown above for two heights. Different options for inclusion of IEC check 
graphs are available. Note that the axis can be scaled manually by the “Edit graph” feature, activated 
by double clicking on the graph. 
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3.4.4.4.4 Graphics: Rose view 

 

Figure 50 The Rose graphs 

 
The Rose graphs are shown above for one height, displaying the option of month by month. 
 
3.4.4.4.5 Graphics: Wind speed difference 

 

Figure 51 Difference plot  
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Based on two different wind speed sensors, a difference plot can be created. This is a useful way to 
evaluate boom directions and influence. As well, the difference as a ratio can be selected, and the 
data can be binned. 
 

 

Figure 52 Showing difference, binned 

 
Showing “difference/binned”, the Shear is seen to be somewhat higher at SW than NE winds. This is 
explained by the terrain profile, where the steeper hill towards NE gives more speedup in lower 
heights. 
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3.4.4.4.6 Graphics: General X-Y graph 

 

Figure 53 General X-Y graph 

 
With the general X-Y graph, you can plot any signal versus any other. When the cursor is placed on 
top of a point, the hint box shows the values and the date-time. This is an efficient tool to evaluate 
“outliers” – double click at the point, and the time series will be shown with focus on this point. Right 
click at that point to disable or use the “disable/enable line” to disable a “block” of outliers in one 
operation. 
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3.4.4.4.7 Graphics: Profile 

 

Figure 54 The profile viewer  

 
The profile view shows the terrain profile as well as the wind speed profile. This is an efficient tool to 
analyse the data and compare to model calculations. 
 
The profile viewer illustrates how the measured wind profile looks by showing the best fit of both 
power law profile and logarithmic profile. Also, a WAsP-calculated profile can be shown.  
 
There are 3 view options; 

 Aggregated (average values of concurrent data for all heights used) 

 Runtime (record by record) 

 Manual (aggregated, but manually controlled values for power and logarithmic profiles) 
 
The “height for fixed data” will be used as input in a WAsP calculation, if the WAsP profile is chosen. 
(WAsP can only calculate from one measurement height and creates the profile shape based on the 
flow and terrain model). 
 
Note that only in flat terrain can the power or logarithmic profiles be extrapolated to higher levels with 
reasonable accuracy. If there are flow compressions due to hills, simple power or logarithmic profile 
extrapolations should NOT be trusted. Here the WAsP profile will be a better estimate since it will 
include corrections by a flow model to account for the compression effects. 
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Figure 55 WAsP heat flux parameter changes shear profile 

 
To illustrate the capability of the tool, above, one of the WAsP parameters is changed (Heat flux 
offset). This modifies the calculated WAsP profile (compare to previous graph).. This tool makes it 
possible to find best parameters based on the measurements. But these changes must be handled 
with care – detailed knowledge on wind behaviour is a must. 
 
3.4.4.5 Statistics 

 
There are three different tabs for statistics: 

 Main statistics 

 Monthly means 

 Availability (data recovery) 
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Figure 56 Raw views of main statistics. 

 

 

Figure 57 Dragging "Signal" up into the header bar area change views 
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Figure 58 Monthly means  

 
Monthly means can be shown signal by signal – by right clicking, the tables can be copied to the 
clipboard and easily integrated into documentation. 
 

 

Figure 59 Data recovery view 

 
Data recovery can be shown height by height. Colour coding gives a fast overview of the availability. 
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3.4.4.6 Shear 

 

Figure 60 Shear for simple METEO calculations 

 
Shear can either come from v2.5 calculations, manual input or calculated from the graphic profile 
viewer. 
 
The Shear tab can hold an unlimited number of shear calculations. The text in the bottom of the 
dialog box explains the use of the shear tab.  
 
The shear calculations use the Weibull mean wind speed. Only direction from one height is used, so 
the mean Weibull wind speed used is based on concurrent time records. This is a change 
implemented first in ver. 2.7, where the calculation, previously, was based on each height’s own 
direction sensor, if present. This change was found to be more correct and robust as direction 
sensor problems were often seen, leading to unrealistic shears in some directions, and leading to 
unrealistic results using the shears. 
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3.4.4.7 Report 

 

Figure 24 Reports from METEO object 

 
The Report tab allows for setting up a report, where a number of optional tables and graphics can be 
selected. A template with preferred setup can be saved for later use. 
 
When all data are entered, and reports eventually printed for documentation, click “OK” and the data 
can then be used from the calculation menu. If you intend to generate a Windstatisticss using WAsP, 
you must create a Site Data Object, we suggest STATGEN, with a description of roughness, hills, 
and obstacles around the measurement tower. 
 
Performing a STATGEN calculation will automatically transfer the necessary data to a WAsP-
calculation and create a WAsP .lib file (by default, the native WindPRO format .wws is used, which 
holds additional information). 
 
 

 Meteo analyzer 3.4.5

The MeteoAnalyzer is a tool started from the tool bar  or the tool menu. 
The MeteoAnalyzer works directly on the data in the Meteo data objects. The MeteoAnalyzer works 
on data from more Meteo data objects in parallel and can therefore also perform operations that are 
not possible within the individual Meteo data objects, such as: 
 
Graphic comparison of data from more Meteo data objects (measurement masts/Model data). 
Disable/enable concurrent data from multiple masts. 
Substitute / Fill data from one signal to another – scaling optional!  
Cross predictor to set up and perform a cross prediction analysis based on the WAsP model from 
height to height, and mast to mast (test accuracy of vertical and horizontal model extrapolation). In 
addition, RIX correction parameters can be found with the cross predictor. 
Time variation data files (.WTI) can be generated from one or more measurements by 
merging/interpolation/patching. The WTI files generated hold a complete 1 year data file with user 
defined time resolution for use in time varying PARK calculations or for detailed Loss calculations. 
Scaling creates new time series based on SCALER 
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 Meteo analyzer: the new 3.0 features 3.4.6

3.4.6.1 Scaling – create a new scaled time series using the SCALER. 

The scaling can be used on measurements as well as model data. The most logical way is to scale 
meso data to a mast position for comparison. This approach is described here. 
 
The procedure is to compare downscaled mesoscale data (cleaned using mesoscale terrain and 
applied with local microscale terrain) to actual measurements. If the match is not perfect, the 
downscaled data can then be forced to fit in an iterative procedure using scaling factors on 
directional, diurnal and monthly wind speeds. The following is a demonstration of the procedure: 
 

 

Figure 61 List of data sets (Meteo objects) in meteo analyser 

 
The METEO objects in the project are shown above. You only need to check the datasets used for 
the operation – the METEO object that the meso data shall be “scaled to” - in this case, the Old met 
mast datasets. Then proceed to the Scaling tab: 
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Figure 62 Scaling setup in meteo analyser 

 
The only METEO object that appears in the “Scale to” METEO object is the one selected previously 
in the Data tab. 
 
“Scale from” is where the SCALER setup is partly defined and the METEO object(s) is partly 
selected. Here, the EMDConWx mesoscale data near the mast is selected to scale from. Click the 
“Create scaled data series” and the transfer function created by the SCALER creates a time series 
based on the meso data at the mast position. 
 

 

Figure 63 Compare scaled to measured, time series 
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Here, the time series are seen together: partly the 10 min. measurements, partly the 1 hour scaled 
meso data at the mast position. If the time series looks reasonable, the real evaluation will be on the 
aggregated presentations of concurrent data. 
 

 

Figure 64 Monthly comparison scaled and measured 

 
 Looking at the monthly wind speeds, it is seen the monthly variations and the variation by height 
match reasonably well, although not perfect.  
 

 

Figure 65 Direction comparison scaled and measured 

 
One of the most interesting evaluations is by direction. It is known that the mesoscale model data 
can have some directional bias. In Northern Europe, it is often seen that the E-NE directions give too 
low wind speeds in mesoscale data, where they often are too high in SW directions. This is what is 
seen here. But, a reason for this observed bias can be direction inaccuracies. Measurements can 
often be wrongly calibrated by direction or have periods with offsets due to the measurement 
equipment.  
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It is, therefore, recommended to check “Bin direction by ONE direction sensor”, which means that 
the comparisons by direction is made on concurrent time stamps. 
 

 

Figure 66 Direction comparison scaled and measured, one direction sensor 

 
Here, only the scaled (meso data based) 30m wind direction is used for the evaluation. This also 
mean that concurrent time steps are compared – and the relations now look better (more smooth). 
If we want a perfect match, the post calibration can be used.  
 

 

Figure 67 Ratios of measured/scaled for post calibration 

 
The number of sectors is increased to 36 and only the 30m data is used. It is clearly seen here how 
E and N are under predicted by the Meso data, while SW is over predicted.  
 
Table 5 establishment of direction post calibration in Excel 

 

Real dir. Angle 30,0m - Angle 30,0m - A Scaled Measured/Scaled 
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A 

0 360 7,698769 360 6,606075 
 

          1,17  

10 350 8,16588 350 6,886537 
 

          1,19  

20 340 7,337907 340 6,645956 
 

          1,10  

30 330 7,142952 330 6,558915 
 

          1,09  

40 320 7,901548 320 7,757147 
 

          1,02  

50 310 8,058771 310 8,476159 
 

          0,95  

60 300 7,30944 300 7,720281 
 

          0,95  

70 290 7,896954 290 7,651225 
 

          1,03  

80 280 8,524108 280 8,081497 
 

          1,05  

90 270 9,121071 270 8,234601 
 

          1,11  

100 260 11,04795 260 9,767339 
 

          1,13  
 
The data are copied to Excel, and the ratio measured/scaled is established (only first 11 lines of 36 
shown above). Note the angle shown is mirrored. This is just how the graphic tool works: do not get 
confused about this. The order of the direction sectors are always N – E – S – W. 
Now,  return to the SCALER tab and open the “setup” of the SCALER: 
 

 

Figure 68 Insert the post calibration data in the SCALER 

 
Here, the ratios are inserted from excel via the clipboard in the Post calibration tab.  
A new SCALER is created by “copy” and renamed to “calibrated mesoscaler”. This “SCALER” is now 
a part of the project and can be used from other places, like PARK calculations. 
 
Now, the “create scaled data series” is rerun and the result is: 
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Figure 69 Compare post calibrated scaled data to measured 

 
A perfect match for 30m is seen between measurements (red) and scaled (green) Meso data. The 
directional bias is removed. For 10m, the match is not completely perfect, especially in the NW 
sector where the meso data is higher. This could be due to a mast shadow in these directions. It is 
assumed the 30m anemometer is top mounted and, therefore, has no mast shadow. 
Now, other aggregated results can be evaluated. 

 

Figure 70 Monthly and diurnal comparison of measured and scaled data 
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Monthly as well as diurnal have a very fine match – another indicator that removing the bias by 
direction worked well. Sometimes a seasonal bias should be removed. This can be related to how 
the surface roughness varies during the year. 
 
What is important to notice is that the scaling can sometimes be a compensation for how well the 
calculation model handles the terrain. If the hill speed up is over/under estimated, this can be 
compensated for with the scaling. But, then, this compensation would not work for all of the site, only 
at the parts of the site that have similar speed up errors. Therefore, the scaling must be handled very 
carefully, especially in complex terrain. Having more masts to test the SCALER settings will, of 
course, be the best method since it gives a more detailed feedback. 
 
When the Meteo Analyzer session is finalized, the “apply” button writes the modifications to the 
METEO objects. For example, the generated scaled series from the “old mast” object will be written 
to that object, and the data can be used in calculations as a long term artificial mast.  
 
3.4.6.2 Structured establishment of main scale and offset 

One of the wishes when post calibrating Meso data to match local measurements is to have a similar 
Weibull distribution. This can be established by following procedure: 
 
Create a scaled series in Meteo analyser based on “Default meso scaling” (no Post calibration) 
Read the measured and scaled series in MCP module, load data, go to “correlate” and load 
concurrent data: 

 
Figure 71 The correlation tab in MCP gives mean and st.dev for both series 

 
Note also the wind Veer. If this is high (here only based on wind speeds > 4 m/s), it is most likely that 
the measurement mast has a direction sensor calibration problem. This should be fixed by 
recalibration before evt. later directional calibration. 
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Figure 72 Establish calculation in Excel or similar tool. 

 
The formulas given in figure above, tells how Scale and Offset is calculated to give best possible 
Weibull fit between measured and scaled. This is a very good “basis calibration” to start with. 
Afterwards more refined Post calibrations can be performed as described in previous paragraph. 
 
 

 

 Meteo analyzer: tab by tab (from 2.9 manual) 3.4.7

3.4.7.1 Data: overview and selection of data from measurement masts/model data 
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Figure 25 Selection of data in meteo analyser 

 
Selection of data - here the data you do not want to use for "analyzing" can be deselected (Un-
used). 
 

 

Figure 26 "Show time lines" gives a nice overview of selected data. 

 

 

Figure 27 The view setup gives access to showing time lines with different settings. 
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3.4.7.2 Graphics: Compare time series graphics from more measurement masts 

 

Figure 28 Graphic comparison of more meteo object data. 

In the "graphics" tab, you will see, basically, the same graphs as in METEO object, only now with 
comparison of data from more METEO data objects. 
 
3.4.7.3 Substitute: Perform data substitutions from other measurement signals 

First, a data series for substitution is created – or selected if one or more previous series have been 
created. The name of a substitution series will get the extension “Subst.” as the last part of the 
name. 

   

Figure 29 Substitution of data  
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On the Substitute tab, you can create a data series copy from one of the existing data series 
(heights) that will work as the new series into which substitutions/fillings from other data series will 
be placed. 
 
There are two ways to perform a substitution: 
 

 Manual: based on graphic view, where intervals for substitution are marked manually. 

 Auto: where the entire time series is substituted based on the rules defined by the user. 
 

 

Figure 30 Manual substitution 

 
Manual substitution: select "start" and "end" of interval by right clicking, and the substitution settings 
appear. Here, you can decide which signal(s) are to be substituted and the source and transfer 
function (scale and offset). 
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Figure 73 Auto substitution 

 
Set up the rules for substitution. Typically, only disabled and missing data records will be substituted 
(while disabling of “bad data” is performed first), and only enabled data used for the substitution. 
 
3.4.7.4 Cross predict: WAsP vertical and horizontal extrapolation 

Cross prediction from one mast or height to another by a model based on concurrent data is the best 
way to find how well the model performs for the site. This is a very time consuming process in 
previous tools, but can now be performed with a few mouse clicks - and some waiting time for the 
calculations. 
 

 

Figure 32 Cross prediction results 
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The WAsP model capability of horizontal as well as vertical extrapolation of data is tested in one 
process on concurrent data. Above is a calculation where, listed as Prediction B, Mast 4104 60m 
predicts other heights and other masts. At Mast 4104 at 80m, it under predicts itself by 0.2%. At 
mast 4105, it under predicts by 8.3-8.4%. Here, vertical extrapolation is reasonable, while the 
horizontal prediction is poor. At mast 4101, it under predicts with 15.3%. 
 
The cross predictor tool is also a very convenient tool just for extracting concurrent mean wind 
speeds from more data series. Data can be copied to the clipboard by selecting the cells to copy and 
right clicking. 
 
If cross predictions are poor, there can be several reasons: 

1. Measurement equipment is poorly calibrated 
2. Masts are wrongly positioned in the terrain 
3. Terrain is not described well enough (roughness, height contours, local obstacles) 
4. The wind climate is not the same at the different masts (and thereby the model cannot cross predict 

since the model assumes the wind climate is the same across the site). This could be if one mast is 
close to a mountain ridge that causes mesoscale wind flow modifications. 

5. The steepness in the terrain is high and “known model problems” (flow separation) results in poor 
model handling of the wind flow transformation. 

 
For the last one a “fix” is developed by Risø: the RIX correction. If steepness seems to be the 
problem, the tab RIX correction/evaluation can be used to find the best RIX correction parameters 
(end to evaluate if the RIX method seems to fix the cross prediction issue). 
 

  

Figure 33 The RIX correction/evaluation tool 

 
The RIX correction/evaluation tool shows the logarithmic wind speed deviation versus the Delta Rix. 
From the trend line based on the cross prediction errors, the Alfa value that can be used in the Rix 
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Bias calculation in the windPRO LOSS & UNCERTAINTY. In the graph above, it seems reasonable 
that RIX can explain the cross prediction errors (all points on a reasonably straight line). The found 
Alpha of 1,69 would be the choice in the RIX correction, which can be performed in the Bias part of 
the LOSS & UNCERTAINTY module. 
 
Only the cross predictions calculated on the previous tab can be used in the Rix evaluation. See 
further documentation on RIX calculation in 3.4.3.1 RIX calculation or in the LOSS & UNCERTAINTY 
manual section on Bias. 
 
 

  

Figure 34 Prediction versus measurement inspected in the profile viewer 

 
Finally, the prediction versus measurement can be inspected with the profile viewer. But note only 
one measurement point is shown - the one from the selection “predicted at”. However, more profiles 
can be shown based on the different predictors (if more exist). For analyses of how well the vertical 
profile is predicted, use the METEO object. 
 
NOTE: The profiles are ONLY shown if you have checked the “Calculate profiles for graphic display” 
BEFORE calculation (see form below). 
 

 

Figure 74 Check for profile calculation 

 
3.4.7.5 Time variation: Complete 1 year data from .WTI file generator 

WTI (WindTImevariation) is the file extension selected for the generated file with time varying wind 
data (and other meteorological data). Therefore, the tool described below often is named the WTI 
generator. 
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Figure 35 Generation of 1-year complete time series 

 
The setup for generation of a complete 1 year wind data series. This can be used for the calculating 
a 1 year time varying AEP and/or detailed loss calculation. 
 
The basic idea with the tool for generating a complete 1 year wind data file is that, for some 
purposes like calculation of the expected AEP variation in time (as, e.g., 12-24 tables for PPA 
negotiation), an often seen problem is that half a month of data is missing. Therefore, no production 
will be calculated for that half month. Leaving out half a month is, of course, not realistic, but it might 
not need to be a very accurate calculation for that half month. In this case, the WTI generator is 
convenient since it can fill in the gaps in reasonably intelligent ways and make sure that every 10-
minute or 1-hour has a reasonable value for wind speed and direction (and other parameters like 
temperature, if selected). 
 
Another use is in loss calculation. If, e.g., the loss due to shut down below -20 oC shall be calculated, 
a time series with both wind and temperature can be used, where the loss module finds how much 
energy is calculated to be produced in the time steps where temperature is below 20 oC. If the 
temperature sensor was not working all the time (1 year), or simply not present, data can be 
substituted from a nearby met station or MESO scale og Model data into the basic measurement so 
that all relevant time stamps’ variables are filled after the data has been processed by the WTI 
generator. 
 
Basically 3 methods are available for filling gaps: 

 Take from other measurement (other height, other mast or a dataset like NCAR) 

 Fill the gap by linear interpolation (if the gap is smaller than X hours) 

 Fill by patching (copying nearest period of same length into the gap) 
 

The 3 methods can be used in combination. Data will be “resampled” to any user defined time 
resolution, but, typically, a 10-minute or 60-minute resolution should be used. NOTE: taking data 
from another mast does not include any scaling options. Eventually, scaling is needed to bring the 
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two masts to the same level. This must be done up front with the substitute function in the Meteo 
Analyser. 
The .WTI file is, by default, saved in the project folder and can be selected from PARK time varying 
calculation or from the LOSS & UNCERTAINTY module. The wind speed data is automatically 
scaled to the calculated mean wind speed for the actual site in order to have as correct of a 
distribution of the calculated AEP on time stamps as possible, even though the data might not be 
from the hub height or maybe not even from the site. 
 
 

 SCALER - downscaling/post scaling/interpolation 3.4.8

 A SCALER is a new concept from windPRO 3.0 that is used for “moving” wind (and other 
climate parameters) from one location (mast) to another (turbine) in the time domain. It is a very 
comprehensive interpolation and book keeping tool utilizing different flow models, that makes it 
capable to use multiple masts with multiple heights, even with direction dependent displacement 
heights.  
 
Besides being able to transfer wind data at each time step sample, the SCALER also includes 
functionality to transfer data from one terrain to another. This unique feature of the SCALER means 
that it can be used for downscaling meso-scale data. So, in other words, the SCALER can take in to 
account the terrain used in mesoscale models and transform wind to the micro scale terrain, 
illustrated below: 
 

 
Figure 75 Meso scale terrain used for Standardization of Meso scale wind data. 
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Figure 76 From Standardized wind to micro scale wind. 

 
As a windPRO user, think of the SCALER as a component that can “scale” wind from one position to 
another using results from a flow model (orography, roughness, obstacles, stability, etc.). So the 
SCALER “moves” wind from source data to turbine positions on a site for each time step sample, 
but, on top of that, it is also able to calibrate each sample according to user defined post-scaling 
parameters. This is especially important when down-scaling meso-scale data, because such data 
will often include a bias that has to be calibrated against real measurements from masts or existing 
turbines. Similarly, e.g., nacelle wind measurements often need a post calibration. 
 
A SCALER incorporates other important features, such as RIX correction where the complexity of 
the terrain can be used to compensate the WAsP IBZ linear flow model problems. Another important 
feature is that the SCALER is able to scale the results from the flow-model based on displacement 
heights for each sector. This feature is relevant in forest areas where sector-wise displacement 
heights can be used to simulate the forest “lifting” the wind profile. For windPRO 3.0, it is important 
to note that sector-wise displacement heights are only used at the calculation points and not at the 
mast positions (points where data are scaled from). For meso-scale data downscaling calculations, 
this is not important since forests will not affect the meso-scale data like it will for real measurement 
masts.  
 
Starting from windPRO 3.1, displacement heights at mast positions is included in the SCALER, and 
masts near forests, will be handled with this feature (unlike in 3.0), which might call for recalculations 
in specific projects. 
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Figure 77 SCALER setup 

 
The SCALER setup can be reached from the relevant parts in the software, like a PARK calculation, 
METEO object, Meteo Analyzer etc. 
 
The tabs to be explained are: 

 Terrain scaling 

 Rix setup 

 Displacement height 

 Turbulence 

 Post calibration 

All 5 correction types are optional. The first 4 are all of the category “terrain scaling” and can be 
unchecked at the [ ] Terrain scaling checkbox. The values behind are kept but not used when 
unchecked. The Post calibration can, likewise, be unchecked. Rix correction and displacement 
height can individually be checked/unchecked within the definition tab. 
 
3.4.8.1 Terrain scaling 

Terrain scaling is divided into these main types: 

 Meso-scale Data Downscaling 

 Measured data scaling 

 The “user defined” allows for any mix and to change predefined choices 

Meso-scale Data Downscaling assumes the meso model terrain data is part of the METEO object 
that holds the meso wind data. Therefore, the “standard” downscaling method only can be used with 
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EMD meso data in the present version. For the more specific downscaling predefined choices, press 
“user defined”. 
 

 

Figure 78 Micro terrain in SCALER 

 
When using EMD Meso scale data as a wind data source, the meso terrain is included in the 
METEO object and automatically used as the terrain for the source data.  
 
The only needed user input is, thereby, the Micro terrain. The options are: 

 Site data object – use WAsP 11+ for terrain scaling 

 WAsP-CFD results – use WAsP-CFD result file(s) for terrain scaling. 

 FLOWRES files – use external e.g. CFD models that support the .flowres file format 

Using WAsP, the number of direction sectors can be specified (default 12, max. 36). 
 
Measured data Scaling is a “simple” variant of the above, where only the Micro terrain is used. Just 
as specified above, where instead of downscaled meso data, the data comes from a mast (or an 
“artificial mast” coming from other Mesoscale data providers). Here are two variants: 
WAsP Stability /A-parameter: The speed up’s are calculated as Weibull A parameter ratios between 
mast position(s) and the calculation points. 
Neutral stability / Raw flow: The speed up’s are calculated based on the raw WAsP speed up output 
(roughness, orography and obstacles), including the turns of the wind directions, but NOT including 
stability correction, while this is not a part of the WAsP speed up output. This method is therefore 
ONLY recommended if measurements are close to hub height, and it is also checked by the 
software that the height differences are less than 20m. But due to the more correct handling of the 
speed up’s and turns, this method is recommended if the stability correction not is needed. 
 
User defined terrain scaling explains partly the terrain scaling principles and partly gives access to 
experimental settings.  
 

 

Figure 79 terrain scaling in SCALER 

 
The SCALER includes different methods intended for different user cases.  
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•A: Geostrophic wind up/down: This method uses the geostrophic wind laws to generalize each 
sample to geostrophic wind from the generalization terrain and then applies micro-scale terrain 
effects using flow perturbations from the micro-scale terrain. The method does not include modelled 
stability corrections in vertical scaling, but relies on interpolation in the input heights to do the vertical 
interpolation. 
 
•B: Simple (no meso terrain effects): This method does not take in to account the terrain effects 
from the generalization terrain (normally meso-terrain), but only corrects the source data by 
orography effects in the micro-terrain. The eventual roughness differences in meso and micro terrain 
is, thereby, not considered. This assumption will be unproblematic offshore. It is similar in mountain 
regions, where the dominating effect is the orography. But in terrain where the varying roughness 
dominates the terrain effects, this method will not be a good choice. 
 
•C: WAsP A-Parameter Scaling: This method scales wind from one location to another by the ratio 
between the A-parameters from a WAsP calculation at the two locations. This method accepts more 
source height for interpolation if relevant (if there are measurements both below and above 
calculation height), but uses the WAsP model to do the vertical extrapolation if calculation height is 
outside measurement height range.  
 
As seen, the SCALER includes different methods intended for different user-cases, but, essentially, 
they all have the same purpose of “moving” wind data from one location to another. As a windPRO 
user, it is normally not needed to decide since method A is chosen for EMD Mesoscale data, by 
default, and method C for measured data. Only for experimental purposes or if using meso data from 
other sources, the choice of method can be relevant. A special case could be where mesoscale data 
is used, but the user wants to control the stability correction by WAsP heat flux parameters instead 
of taking the shear from the mesoscale data. In this case, method C must be used together with the 
meso data from one height. 
 
[  ] Remove roughness in meso terrain is an option when selecting method A: in user defined 

mode, explained here: 

The first step in downscaling is to remove the terrain effects from the meso terrain. In order to do that 

we use WAsP to get the speedups from the meso-terrain. WAsP will return an orography speedup 

and a roughness speedup. So the first step is to divide the wind speed with the orography speedup 

(always done) and if the “Remove roughness in meso terrain” is enabled it will then divide by the 

roughness speedup as well. So why is this option disabled in the default downscaler? Because tests 

have shown that the way WAsP sees roughness (as changes) is not how the meso-scale model 

sees it. During downscaling the effects of roughness is still taken into account since the equations 

going to and from geostrophic wind includes a z0 (meso-scale roughness or reference roughness) 

which comes from the meso-terrain when going up and from the micro terrain when going down. 

 

3.4.8.1.1 Standardize using mesoscale terrain in scaler 

As mentioned above the unique feature of the SCALER is that it is able to differentiate between the 
terrain in which the source data is located and the terrain at the calculation points (WTGs/masts). 
Therefore, it is important for a SCALER to know where the source data is located.  
 
A SCALER accepts, in general, two types of terrain for generalization, namely: 

 Meso-terrain: This terrain type represents the terrain used in the model, the source data 

originates from. So, for meso-scale data the terrain would be the terrain used in the meso-

scale model. In windPRO, the meso-scale terrain is associated to the METEO object holding 

the meso-scale data. For the SCALER setup, you do not point directly to a meso-scale terrain, 

but simply indicate that the SCALER should use the terrain from the METEO object(s) used. 

 Micro-terrain: If the SCALER is setup to use the micro-scale terrain as the generalization 

terrain, it simply means that the source data is also located in the micro-scale terrain. This is 
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true for, e.g., masts, LIDARS, or modelled data that are downscaled to micro terrain (artificial 

masts). 

3.4.8.1.2 Micro terrain in scaler 

The micro terrain in a SCALER can be defined in following ways: 

 Site Data object when using the classical WAsP IBZ linear flow model. The SCALER only 

uses the terrain from the Site Data object so any windstatistics in the Site Data object will 

not be used in the SCALER calculations. 

 WAsP CFD result files that have been calculated for relevant area(s). When using WAsP 

CFD result files, all flow perturbations used in the SCALER come from the CFD results 

instead of the WAsP IBZ model.  

 FLOWRES file, from external model calculations. 

3.4.8.2 Rix setup 

 

Figure 80 RIX correction in SCALER 

 
The RIX correction is explained in Section 4.10. Within the SCALER, the RIX values are calculated 
by WAsP 11+ default settings: 

 
3.4.8.3 Displacement height 

 

Figure 81 Displacement height in SCALER 

 
The displacement height calculation is explained in Section 4.9. Note that the displacement height 
calculation using calculator is NOT used on the mast position in windPRO 3.0, but will be used in 
windPRO 3.1. Updating calculation using this feature thereby will result in changes in results if mast 
are near a forest and the “calculator” used. 
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3.4.8.4 Turbulence in scaler 

 
Figure 82 Turbulence scaling. 

 
The ambient turbulence can come from the meteo data series (if loaded). If so, this measured 
turbulence can be moved to each turbine position by two different propagation methods: 
 
Based on wind speed-up 
The St.dev. is assumed constant at all turbine positions. Then the mean wind speed calculated at 
each turbine position defines the turbulence by formula: TI = St.Dev(u)/u, where u is the wind speed 
at the given time step, and the St.Dev(u) is found at the measure point by same formula. 
This method is also used if the turbulence is taken direct from a meteo object (not from scaler). The 
difference is that when using the feature within the scaler, interpolation from more meteo objects is 
supported along with the features described below. 
 
Based on modelled turbulence 
If modelled turbulence exist for the site, e.g. from WAsP CFD result file or by other model by use of 
FLOWRES files (can come from WENG or other models, e.g. external CFD models supporting the 
FLOWRES file format), the turbulence is propagated from the measurement point to the turbine 
position by the model turbulence ratio. 
 
Use turbulence from model 
The model calculated turbulence is used at each calculation point found by interpolation in the model 
data. This require the used model include turbulence calculation, like WAsP-CFD or FLOWRES files 
from external model with turbulence calculation. 
 
When using the feature WDC controlled by turbulence in time step calculation, each turbine will get 
individual WDC for each time step. This WDC is then used to decide the wake expansion for each 
turbine. Similar when using turbulence corrected power curve. 
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3.4.8.5 Post calibration in scaler 

 

Figure 83 Post calibration in SCALER 

 
Post calibration is a very important part of the SCALER. Using Mesoscale wind data for a calculation 
cannot be assumed accurate. The post calibration is required to unbias the mesoscale wind data. 
For measurements, post calibration can be used for correction of tower shadow or, in the case of 
nacelle measurements, for correction of calibration problems. Calibration of measurements should 
typically only be performed if production data is available to calibrate against using the Performance 
Check module. It must, although, be mentioned that a calibration, in this case, could be biased due 
to a wrong power curve or a wrong wake model calculation (see details in the performance check 
chapter). 
 
Having Mesoscale data, the Post calibration can also be based on local wind measurements (Meteo 
Analyzer) as well as turbine production (Performance check).  
 
The proposed calibration process is: 

1. Adjust the main scale (see section 4.6.2) 

2. Include, if needed, a main offset (and readjust the main scale) 

3. Calibrate by direction sector 

4. Calibrate by month 

5. Redo calibration by sector 

6. If needed, include diurnal correction 

Ad. 1 – The main scale is adjusted to get the data within a reasonable range. Up to 25% adjustment 
is needed at some locations. This is simply a problem in the mesoscale modelling. Offshore regions 
seem, in general, very precisely modelled, but, the further inland, the higher the over prediction by 
the mesoscale models. It is important to get the data within a reasonable range before starting the 
more detailed calibration. Comparing the scaled meso data against measurements, or calculated 
turbine production based on the meso data, against real turbine performance often shows that low 
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wind speeds are too low and high wind speeds too high in the mesoscale data. This bias can be 
corrected by an offset. 
 
Ad. 2 - Offset corrects for skewness in meso data. For most examples tested, an offset of around +1 
m/s has given the best match. This will then require the main scale to be decreased. 
 
Ad. 3 - Having a reasonable match between scaled meso data and measurements (or turbine 
production), the fine tuning can be established.  It is described in detail in the Meteo Analyzer section 
(Seciton 4.5) and in the Performance Check chapter on how to perform calibrations by variables like 
direction and month (**). The direction calibration is important since a direction bias can result in 
wrong long term estimates, even when the average between measured and scaled match for a 
specific period (e.g., one year, if this year has a non-typical direction distribution).  
 
Ad. 4 - Calibration by month can be used to take out seasonal bias coming from the terrain 
(roughness). The surface roughness changes by season, in some places a lot (especially where tall 
crops are grown, like maize) It can also occur in regions where e.g. the winter season has snow. The 
mesoscale model does, partly, compensate for this, but the micro terrain is fixed by present 
calculation methods. The difference in how the meso model compensates and the fact the micro 
terrain does not change in time in the model can create a seasonal bias when comparing model data 
to measurements. This can be unbiased by the Post calibration. 
 
Ad. 5 - By calibrating seasonally, the direction calibration will be invoked, as some directions are 
more frequent than others are in specific seasons. While the direction calibration is assumed very 
important, it is recommended to remake the direction calibration after a seasonal calibration. It is 
important to notice here that the new found direction calibration factors must be MULTIPLIED with 
the previously found values before putting the calibration factors into the SCALER. It is a multiple of 
the used calibrations and the new deviations that gives the final calibration. 
 
Ad. 6 - A diurnal calibration can be performed as the last step. This is especially important if the 
diurnal variation is used for reasons like PPA negotiations, having tariffs that vary by hour or for 
dimensioning of storage systems, etc.  
 
Calibration by speed is tricky and should be handled carefully. An example of where this can give 
unforeseen effects is if the same factor is multiplied on ,e.g., 8 m/s, no matter if the 8 m/s is in 30m 
height or in 80m height. Thereby, the shear will be modified, which might not be a desired effect of 
the calibration. But in a situation like dealing with nacelle measurements, a scaling by speed could 
be the method that corrects best for the needs of a non-linear calibration of the measurements.  
 
3.4.8.6 Selection of wind data - Interpolation 

To be able to use data from more masts when a gradual change of the wind speeds between the 
masts exists has been a wish for many years. It has, so far, only been possible with the calculation 
of a wind resource map. But, with the SCALER, it is now possible to do this directly in a PARK 
calculation. Similarly, when using Mesoscale wind data, more meso data points can be used. 
In PARK, the data selection for data to be used with a SCALER looks like this: 
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Figure 84 Wind data selection in SCALER 

 
A list with the available METEO objects is seen. Each “mast” can be expanded to see the different 
heights and signals. The following rules apply:  
 
Using mesoscale data, there must be at least a height above and below the calculation height, 
where calculation height could be displaced. (Meso data wind profile/shear is used, no vertical model 
extrapolation). 
 
Using measurements, more height from each mast can be selected for the calculation and 
interpolation is done (the WAsP model does the vertical extrapolation). 
 
In both cases, MORE data horizontal points (meso points or masts) can be used. Horizontal 
interpolation will be performed. Either by taking the nearest (if one mast is, e.g., in the valley and one 
on the ridge, this would be best as it adheres to the similarity principle) or by distance weighting at 
geostrophic wind level. The latter one means that wind data has the terrain influence “lifted off” 
before the interpolation, then the micro terrain is applied at the calculation spot to the interpolated 
value. 
 
When more masts are selected, there MUST be concurrent data with wind speed and wind direction. 
Up to 50% deviation of the time step (e.g. 5 minutes if having 10 min. data) is allowed in the 
concurrency check, so the clock does not need to be completely synchronized at the different masts. 
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 Displacement height calculator 3.4.9

 Forests near turbines is a known issue. Experience shows that handling the forests with a 
displacement height works reasonably well. A tool that calculates sector wise displacement heights 
is incorporated in windPRO 3.0. 
 
Theoretically, the displacement height is an offset in the wind profile lifting the perceived ground level 
off the ground and treating the forest top as the ground. The offset effectively cuts the bottom part off 
the turbine and/or met mast towers, thus reducing their heights in the calculations. An illustration of 
the effect can be found in the METEO object in a situation where WAsP may be unable to predict the 
observed wind profile above forests. However, if the mast is reduced in height with something close 
to tree height, the profile may fall into place.  
 
The Displacement Height Calculator can be found inside the SCALER and as a separate tab in the 
PARK and RESOURCE calculations.  

 

Figure 85 Displacement height input data 

 
The input form for the displacement height calculator is shown above. The ”input forest as” section is 
a setup form on how to input the forest information. 
 
The very simple approach is to use the roughness map for defining the forest areas. The input 
choices are: 

 Use the roughness map as used in the energy calculation (selected in site data object), OR 

 Point out a specific line object with roughness lines, OR 

 Point out an Area object with roughness areas 

In each case, it must be decided which roughness class (or length) that defines to the program what 
is a forest area and what the typical forest height is. 
 
The more refined approach makes it possible to work with varying forest heights: 

 Area object with digitized height elements (the height property must be used in the area object) 

 Line object with tree heights  

 Elevation grid with tree heights 
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NOTE: For all 3 options, it MUST be the height of the forest, NOT the elevation + height (some data 
sources provides the surface elevation. These cannot directly be used but must first be pre-
processed, subtracting the terrain elevation). 
 
It is possible to tune the displacement height calculation with the following: 

 Factor on tree height – general experience seem to shows that using the actual forest height works best, 

meaning this factor should be kept to 1.0, although for some test cases a factor of 1.5 is seen to work 

best.   

 Distance factor to end of displacement up wind – e.g., having a forest height of 15m and a factor of 50 

means that forest in a distance up to 15 x 50 = 750 m in up wind direction from the turbine will create a 

displacement height, linearly decreasing from 15 just at the forest edge to 0 at 750 m distance. 

 Distance factor to end of displacement down wind – same as above, but where the wind hits the turbine 

before it hits the forest.  

Considering the two last ones, the result returned is conservative, taking the largest displacement 
height between the two. 
 
The calculation is based on 3-degree “beams”. For each beam a displacement height is calculated, 
and the average from all beams in a sector is taken. Thereby a forest that only covers part of the 
sector will give a reduced displacement height. If the beam hits more forest parts (at different 
distances with different heights), the largest displacement height is used. 
 
Several scientific papers regarding this issue are available, and several test cases have been set up 
by EMD showing that the concept works well. It is, of course, not a very precise calculation, since 
issues like density and size of the forest, etc. not are handled, but is still a better evolved process 
than was available previously. 
 
For another very comprehensive investigation of this issue based on many masts, see http://www.gl-
garradhassan.com/assets/downloads/Optimising_the_Parameterisation_of_Forests_for_WAsP_Win
d_Speed_Calculations.pdf 
 
See also the validation chapter; 8.4 with tests of the Displacement Height Calculator. 
 

 Rix correction 3.4.10

From windPRO 3.0, it is possible to include RIX correction in the AEP calculation. Previous versions 
had the possibility to perform a RIX calculation, but no correction.  
Rix correction is a separate tab in the setup of the PARK and RESOURCE calculations based on 
windstatistics. Using SCALER, the setup is performed within the SCALER setup. 
 
RIX is the Ruggedness Index, defined as the percentage of the area around an object that has a 
steepness above a given threshold value. At 30% steepness, flow separation typically starts, which 
means that the WAsP model assumptions are no longer valid. Experiments show that the RIX values 
can be used to fix WAsP model calculation problems in steep terrain – or at least reduce the error 
introduced by flow separation. It is even seen in research papers that RIX correction can also 
improve CFD calculation results. But The RIX correction is, however, not currently offered as a 
correction option using WAsP-CFD results for a calculation. 
 
The Latest research by DTU/Risø/ shows that the threshold in a RIX calculation typically works best 
with 40% steepness (new default), and that, with a delta Rix within +/- 5%, corrections should not be 
performed. Cross predictions based on more masts can fine tune the threshold (see Cross predictor 
tool in WindPRO Meteo Analyser). In the WindPRO LOSS & UNCERTAINTY module, RIX correction 
can be calculated automatically as a bias based on the most recent recommended correction 
formulas, which can be found in EWEC2006 & 08 papers on Rix from DTU/Risø, see extract below: 
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Figure 86 RIX correction EWEC 2006 results 

 
The main conclusion, based on the use of the RIX method, is that if both reference site 
(measurement mast) and predicted site (WTG) are equally rugged (Delta RIX < 5%), very small 
calculation errors are expected. 
 
If the reference site (measurement mast) is very rugged (e.g., RIX = 0.2) and the predicted site 
(WTG) is less rugged (e.g., RIX = 0), Delta RIX will be -0.2 and, according to the graph, a 30% too 
low wind speed prediction could be expected at WTG site. This could lead to around 60%1 under-
prediction of the calculated energy production. 
 
If the reference site is less rugged (e.g. RIX = 0) and the predicted site (WTG) is very rugged (e.g. 
RIX = 0.2), Delta RIX will be +0.2, and, according to the graph, a 30% too high wind speed prediction 
could be expected at WTG site. This could lead to around 60%1 over-prediction of the calculated 
energy production.*1 

                                                
 
1 Doubling of the energy prediction error based on the mean wind speed error is a rough conversion, 
which holds for wind speeds around 8 m/s. At 6-7 m/s, tripling the value is more accurate and only 
1.5 factors should be used for 9 m/s (see graph above based on a typical WTG). 
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Figure 87 Change in AEP% per change in wind speed % 

 
Source: EWEC06 paper: 

 

 

Figure 88 Input data for RIX correction 
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The form above shows the RIX setup when the traditional windstatistics based PARK calculation is 
selected. 
 
The Steepness threshold is, in some papers, recommended to start at 30%, while others say at 40%. 
It depends on the site characteristics. In the Meteo Analyser, it is possible to do experiments, if more 
masts are available, to judge which method works best. Here, it also can be judged if the RIX 
correction should be weighted by direction (Frequency) or omnidirectional (Equally distributed). 
 

 

Figure 89 RIX correction input in SCALER 

 
Within the SCALER, a simpler approach is used since the SCALER uses the internal WAsP RIX 
calculation where the settings are defined within the WAsP parameter file. This does not allow for 
frequency weighting, but steepness threshold and radius can be set. 
 
In the Result to file output, the RIX correction is included. Note the sector wise result to file gives the 
sector corrections, where the standard result to file just gives the aggregated results.  
The RIX report page in the PARK calculation is shown below. 

 

Figure 90 Report output with RIX correction 

 
In the report from a windstatistics based calculation, full RIX correction documentation is available. 
But note, this is the total. If sector wise correction is used, the result shown is the sum of the sector 
corrections and, thereby, there can be a RIX correction even if the average delta Rix is within +/-5% 
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and this interval is set to no correction. This is due to the fact that some sectors have a delta Rix 
outside the +/-5% intervals.  
 

 Result layer 3.4.11

The result layer offers a presentation of the spatial distribution of calculated wind data, production 
etc. It even allows for presentation of differences by the Compare feature, where, e.g., a CFD 
calculation can be compared to a WAsP calculation by ratio or difference or a formula. This gives 
unique options for checking different models against each other – or the same model with different 
data assumptions. The use of the result layer is described as part of the BASIS chapter. 
 

 Performance Check module 3.4.12

The performance check module is an important module for calibration of the SCALER. Having 
turbine production monthly, hourly or 10 min. based, gives unique possibilities to calibrate the wind 
data so the calculated production, time step by time step, matches the measured production (filtered 
for downtime), and thereby establishing a wind data time series reflecting the “real wind” at the site. 
Also, having turbine production data for more or many turbines at a site makes it possible to 
calibrate/test wake model settings, roughness, forest model, Rix correction, power curve corrections 
etc.  
 
The unique thing about using turbine production for model and data calibration is that there, typically, 
are many more calibration points than having measurement masts, and the transformation from wind 
to power can be included in the calibration.  
 
The Performance Check module is described in a separate chapter (11), where the interaction with 
the PARK calculation also is described (11.9).  
 

3.5 MCP (Measure, Correlate, Predict - Long term correction) 

Using mesoscale data with the time step calculation concept, MCP is not needed but can be used. 
Just calibrate the meso data based on short local measurements (min. 1 year recommended) or 
local turbine production, then calculate with meso data (20yr is recommended) with the calibrated 
SCALER, and get the long term estimated AEP. 
 
The traditional MCP techniques can also be used with the new energy calculation concept if the 
resulting long term corrected time series is saved to a METEO object rather than a windstatistics. 
This option is available with the Linear Regression and Matrix methods. The METEO object with long 
term corrected data can then be used as input to the SCALER instead of the local meteorological 
mast.  
 
Please note that the time series produced by the traditional methods do not include turbulence, 
temperature and pressure. If modifications are to be made on these variables, you will need to link to 
a separate METEO object and keep in mind that only the period present in all used time series will 
be used in the calculation.  
 
And there will probably be many users that still prefer to use the traditional windstatistics based 
concept when calculating AEP. They will need the MCP module to long term correct local 
measurements and convert those to a windstatistics. 
 
The MCP module is comprehensively described in the windPRO 2.9 manual and has not been 
updated in version 3.0. Therefore, no further description of this module is added here.   
 

3.6 Models/modules for initial calculations 

Most AEP calculations will be performed with the PARK module. But, for providing data to the PARK 
module or for doing initial tests calculations or for calculating single turbines, there is a number of 
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auxiliary modules. As an example of a possible use is the comparison of AEP for many different 
turbine types at a specific site.  
 
In the following descriptions, selected features are documented within each paragraph, but not 
repeated for all modules since the input screens are the same for several other modules. 
 

 METEO 3.6.1

The METEO module performs a calculation of the wind distribution and the AEP on a single spot, 
where the measurement mast is located. The calculation assumes the wind data are long-term 
representative. Having, e.g., ½ year or 1½ year of data, thereby, will give a biased AEP result as all 
seasons are not equally represented. AEP results will always be “scaled” to a full year, no matter the 
length of data period or data recovery. 
 
Input:  

 METEO object with wind data. 

 Turbine types (from turbine catalogue or user defined wtg file) and hub heights 

 Air density correction (world climate database, available within software) 

Output: 

 Calculated AEP (Annual Energy Production) for each turbine and hub height at the position of the 

METEO object (calculation point) as the main report. 

 Production analyses, Power curve analyses, Wind data analyses, Wind profile (optional) and Map as 

detailed report pages. 

 Data files for spreadsheet analyses with turbine specifications, calculation results etc. If time series is 

used in the calculation, a 24-12 (hours-months) distribution will be available. 

 
The input data must come from a METEO object, where the measured data is imported, or data from 
EMD On-line data services is downloaded. No horizontal model extrapolations are available, but, 
optionally, vertical extrapolations based on shear input are available. 
 

 

Figure 91 Main page input for METEO calculation 

 
At the main page, it can be decided to include a “simple reduction” to compensate for expected 
losses and, eventually, uncertainty deduction. This “primitive” approach can be overruled by different 
choices, as seen in the form above. The hub height for key results can be set. This is in order to 
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have comparable results for different calculations, where the hub heights might differ. It is optional to 
calculate wind profiles that will be reported as an average for the site and by direction sector also. 
 

 

Figure 92 Wind distribution and WTGs input 

 
The wind data selection offers data from all METEO objects in the project (filtering based on 
“purpose” is possible), where, as well as the time series, the “MEASURE” (the table or histogram 
data) or the Weibull fitted distribution can be chosen. Thereby, it is easy to compare the difference in 
results using, e.g., the measurements direct with the Weibull fitted data. In the input form, more 
turbines and hub heights can be selected. Finally, the power curve handling, especially the air 
density correction, can be setup. 
 

 

Figure 93 Power curve input (air density correction), non-time step based 
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Power curves in WindPRO are normally only entered at standard air density (1.225 kg/m3), and are 
then, by WindPRO, recalculated to the site air density. But, the user can also enter the local site air 
density specific power curve in the turbine catalogue and then choose “No correction” – or, basically, 
if the default correction is used and the site air density is used as input in the turbine catalogue as 
well as in the air density setup, no correction will be made. There are more methods for air density 
correction (see the documentation by clicking the hyperlink text seen at bottom on previous shown 
figure). 
 
Some power curves have negative values, which can appear from 0 to around 4 m/s. But, most often 
the power values in this interval are set to 0. If the negative values are included, these can be 
handled in two different ways: 
 

1. Default: the power consumed at low wind speeds is included in the AEP calculation, and the AEP 
result, thereby, reduced. 

2. Ignore the negative values in the AEP calculation, but then report the calculated power consumed 
separately. This makes sense if a very accurate financial calculation is required, and the power 
purchase cost is higher than the price paid for delivered power. 

 

 

Figure 94 Input of shear in METEO calculation 

 
When the METEO calculation starts, an input screen for shear appears. These are the options: 

 Use data from METEO objects shear tab, where more sets of shear values can be established. 

 User define shear by typing shear values as power law exponents by each direction sector. 

NOTE: Shear values in non-flat terrain can, when established from more measurement heights, 
partly include hill speedup. This is also similar near forests. It can, thereby, give a highly uncertain 
calculation result. The k-parameter correction is a little complicated as it highly depends on the 
height scaled from and to. 
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Figure 95 k Weibull parameter change with height 

 
  
The figures above show how WAsP assumes the k-parameter to change for the 4 roughness 
classes, 0 – 3, for a given windstatistics. On the left is the Danish “basis” windstatistics, Beldringe. 
On the right is a Danish offshore based windstatistics. The general picture is the same, only the 
offshore based values are higher, which is partly due to higher mean wind speeds. It can be seen 
that onshore, from 50m to 100m, the increase is around 0.2 for 50m, meaning that the increase is 
0.004 pr. m. Going higher than 100m or offshore, the increase becomes negative. -0.001 seems to 
be a reasonable value if your measurements are from 100m and you want to scale to larger heights, 
or if you go up from 50m offshore. 
 

 

Figure 96 Measured Weibull k change by height – offshore example 

 
Above is an example of real, measured k-values on a tall offshore mast 
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Figure 97 Output example from a METEO calculation 

 
Above is an example of the main output from a METEO calculation. The results can be taken out 
and put into a spreadsheet for further processing by using the “result to file” output, shown here: 
 
Table 6 Result to file output from a METEO calculation 
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Figure 98 Production analyse output 

 
For each turbine (power curve) and hub height, detailed presentations are available. 
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Figure 99 Wind data analyse output 

 
More result pages give a detailed presentation of the results. 

 ATLAS 3.6.2

Atlas is a simple model based on the “windatlas for Denmark” from 1979 by Risø. The model has 
been refined by EMD during the 80’ties, but not further developed since. The model is, although, still 
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an affordable, simple to use and reasonably accurate model. It requires a windstatistics, describing 
the regional wind climate. These are available for several countries but  of varying quality. Upcoming 
in 2015 is a world wind atlas from Risø/DTU. To establish a windstatistics from measurements the 
WAsP model will be needed. 
 
Input:  

 Site data object with windstatistics, roughness rose, hill length and height by sector and obstacles by 

distance, height and porosity by sector. 

 Turbine types (from turbine catalogue or a user defined wtg file) and hub heights 

 Air density correction (world climate database available within software) 

Output: 

 Calculated AEP (Annual Energy Production) for each turbine and hub height at position for site data 

object (calculation point) as main report. 

 Production analyses, Power curve analyses, Terrain, Wind data analyses, Wind profile (optional), 

Windstatistics info, Map as detailed report pages. 

 Data files for spreadsheet analyses with turbine specifications, calc. results etc. 

The site data object is the “complicated” part of the calculation setup. First, a site data object is 
inserted in the position on the map where the calculation shall be performed. 
 
The purpose is set to “ATLAS” calculation. 
 
A windstatistics is chosen: 
 

 

Figure 100 Windstatistics selection form. More statistics can be selected by <Ctrl>. 

 

The windstatistics can be selected in the site data object, and there will be graphical features for 
evaluation of the windstatistics. An important feature is that the “energy levels” can be compared, 
which can give an idea of how realistic a given windstatistics is by comparing to other windstatistics 
in the region. 
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Figure 101 When more statistics are selected, individual weight can be given. 

 
The weights given to each of more windstatistics can be decided manually. It can also be decided 
given by reciprocal distance weight, which can be auto updated when moving the site data object on 
map. For resource map calculation, the auto update can be performed for each calculation point. 
 

 

Figure 102 Input form for roughness rose data 
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Figure 103 Input form for ATLAS Hill/Obstacles 

 
The terrain (roughness, hills and obstacles) can be entered as values for each sector in the form, but 
more conveniently, choose OK to site data object and make the input in graphic mode: 
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Figure 104 Graphic roughness rose establishment. 

 

By right clicking roughness, changes can be established and the change distance can be dragged. 
Also, the roughness value can be set by right clicking and choosing “Roughness”. Similarly, hills and 
obstacles can be edited graphically by choosing the menu line “ATLAS hills and obstacles” in the 
right click menu as seen above. 
 

 WAsP interface 3.6.3

WAsP is the comprehensive wind atlas model calculation engine from Risø/DTU, first released in 
1989, still in development and considered as the Industry standard for wind energy calculations. The 
WAsP model is fully controlled from WindPRO and the user does not need to use the separate user 
interface for the WAsP model. 
 

 

Figure 105 Models available/licensed 

 
On the “Data and model” tab, the WAsP versions installed can be seen. Green means “license 
activated”. It is important which WAsP version is used. In the validation section, 8.4, an overview of 
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the modifications in recent versions is analysed. It is of high importance to notice that, from WAsP 
ver. 10.2, roughness roses are no longer supported. Roughness data must be available as 
roughness line maps. This is the major change to WAsP 10.2, but this does not affect the traditional 
WAsP model. WAsP 11 includes CFD model handling, 
 
Input:  

 Site data object with windstatistics, roughness data)2 and orography (link to files/line objects/grid 

objects) 

 ALTERNATIVE to Site data object is WAsP-CFD result file(s) + windstatistics(s) 

 Obstacles digitized on the map. 

 Turbine types (from turbine catalogue or from a user defined wtg file) and hub heights 

 Air density correction (world climate database available within software) 

Output: 

 Calculated AEP (Annual Energy Production) for each turbine and hub height at position for site data 

object (calculation point) as main report. 

 Production analyses, Power curve analyses, Terrain, Wind data analyses, Wind profile (optional), 

Windstatistics info, Map as detailed report pages. 

 Data files for spreadsheet analyses with turbine specifications, calc. results etc. 

 
 

 

Figure 106 Selection of roughness and elevation data in Site data object 

 
Above is shown the dialog box for input of elevation (orography) and roughness data. Note, more 
line objects, map files and elevation grid objects can be linked to the site data object. All the checked 
ones will be used in the calculation. Be careful when using multiple datasets as this can create 
inconsistency, especially having two different roughness line files overlapping can create huge 
calculation errors. Thus, it is very important to be aware of which files are linked. The files linked 
are controlled by the settings on the line/grid objects, which have this box checked: 
 

                                                
 
2
 Roughness data can be roughness roses (WAsP 9 or previous) or roughness line maps (all WAsP versions). 
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When checked, the data are automatically linked, when creating a site data object. But NEW created 
line/grid objects with these setting will not be linked in a previously created site data object.  
When using Elevation grid objects for orography, the gridded data will, during the calculation, be 
converted to contour lines as specified at the WAsP tab in the elevation grid object. 
 
3.6.3.1 WAsP parameters 

 

Figure 107 Edit WAsP parameters from windPRO 
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As an example, a few modifications are made to illustrate where changing parameters can be 
relevant: 
 
Std. Height 5 is changed from 200 to 120m. If your hub height is 110 m, you might be better off using 
100m and 120 m than 100m and 200m. The interpolation distance simply becomes smaller.  
Std. Roughness #5 is changed from 1 m to 2 m. This could be relevant in a very high roughness 
region, where you expect above 1 m length (class 3.7), and thereby will avoid extrapolation, which is 
more uncertain than interpolation. (In the most recent, WAsP 11, extrapolation is not allowed). 
Finally, the heat flux parameters could be relevant to change in very hot areas (deserts), or if you 
want to force water stability conditions, you can simply set the water parameters for land. 
 

 

Figure 108 Edit WAsP parameters from windPRO 

 
Remark: if WAsP parameters are changed from defaults, the button becomes yellow. When you are 
in other parts of the software, like in a METEO object, profile viewer, where you also have access to 
WAsP parameters, the button will also be yellow. This reminds you that you are working with 
modified WAsP parameters. 
It is, of course, important that the modified WAsP parameters BOTH are used when generating the 
windstatisticss AND in the AEP calculation. (Going up/down with WAsP with same parameters). It 
will typically be in the METEO object or the Meteo Analyser experiments where “fixing” the WAsP 
parameters will be performed. 
 
From WAsP 11, the WAsP parameters, when generating a windstatistics, will be saved as a 
part of the windstatistics and USED when calculating with this windstatistics. Thereby, it is 
not possible to go up/down with different parameters. 
 

 WAsP-CFD 3.6.4

WAsP-CFD is part of the latest WAsP ver.11. The base concept is the wind atlas method, but with 
the Ellipsys (DTU) CFD model as the flow modelling engine. The WAsP-CFD model has a very high 
resolution and can, so far, only run as a remote Cluster calculation, hosted by EMD. The calculation 
procedures are fully controlled from windPRO. Calculation credits must be purchased to run WAsP-
CFD calculations. See further details in Chapter 4-UK_WindPRO3.0-EMD_CLUSTER_SERVICES, 
where also the input data for WAsP-CFD is described as well as links to validation. 
 
Input:  

 Site data object with roughness data and orography (link to files/line objects/grid objects) + Defined 2 

x 2 km calculation areas. 

Output: 

 Job to send to Cluster for calculation 

 When Job is done, an email notification is sent  

 When reopening the calculation, CFD result files can be downloaded 

 WAsP-CFD result files can be used in PARK calculations, WAsP and Resource calculations, and also 

from the Meteo Analyzer and METEO objects. 
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3.6.4.1.1 WAsP compared to WAsP-CFD 

 

Figure 109 Example of WAsP result compared to WAsP-CFD result. 

 
The main reason for using WAsP-CFD is to have a higher calculation accuracy in complex terrain. It 
is a “known issue” that WAsP tends to over predict low elevated turbines relative to higher elevated, 
when the terrain is relative smooth (not steep). The figure above shows the WAsP minus the WAsP 
CFD calculated wind speeds. In the low valleys, WAsP calculates up to 1.5 m/s higher wind speeds 
than WAsP-CFD. When the terrain gets complex (steepness > 30%), the differences can be even 
larger. 
 

 Resource maps 3.6.5

This section describes a wind resource map calculation. The tool can partly calculate a wind 
resource map using the WAsP model, the WAsP-CFD result files or it can produce a resource map 
report based on external files, e.g., from other CFD calculation tools, delivered as .RSF or .WRG 
files. Resource maps can also be calculated based on the SCALER concept. When using the 
SCALER, the available modelling options include WAsP, WAsP-CFD and FLOWRES files. 
 
3.6.5.1 Resource map calculation based on wind statistic(s) 

The resource map calculation can utilize multiple cores on the PC and even get “support” from other 
computers connected to the network and, thereby, process large resource maps with high resolution 
within a reasonable time.  
 
Input:  

 Site data object with windstatistics, roughness data and orography (link to files/line objects/grid 

objects) 

 ALTERNATIVE to Site data object is WAsP-CFD result file(s) + windstatistics(s) 

Optional: 

 Obstacles digitized on the map 
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 Displacement height calculation setup 

 RIX calculation and RIX correction setup  

Output: 

 Resource map report 

 Resource map file (can be used in PARK and OPTIMIZE module as input for AEP calculation and 

visualized by RESULT layer on map). The format is .RSF, the native WAsP format. 

 

 

Figure 110 Purpose in Site data object set for Resource map calculation 

 
Within the site data object, set for purpose “RESGEN”, there will be a few differences from 
previous described input to site data object: 
 

 

Figure 111 Select windstatistics(s) for resource map calculation 

 
When choosing more windstatistics (selected by holding <CRTL> down), these can be distance 
weighted within each calculation point. A maximum weight can be entered, e.g., 80% and, 
thereby, non logical "high/low spots” just at the windstatistics point can be avoided. 
Distance weights can also be given manually (fixed at any calculation point) by unchecking 
“Update…”.The terrain specification follows previous descriptions. For a resource map 
calculation, roughness roses are NOT possible no matter which WAsP version is used. 
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Figure 112 Resource map calculation area 

 
The resource calculation area can be defined by a rectangle at the site data object by manually 
entering the coordinates, drawn out on the map, or by use of a WTG-area object. 
 
Having the site data object defined, the calculation module can then be activated:  
 

 

Figure 113 Resource map calculation options 

 
The calculation variants are basically to either perform the WAsP based calculation or to utilize 
already calculated data from WAsP-CFD or other providers, that delivers resource map files in 
WAsP format. 
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Figure 114 Resource calculation input options 

 
The figure above shows how the resource specification of hub heights (multiple possible) and 
resolution are defined. 
 
The calculation area can be defined in the site data object (square) or it can be defined by a WTG-
area object (freely digitized). The last option requires the box “Override area…” to be checked. The 
Parameter to show on map and/or in a result layer can be defined along with formatting the legend 
before the calculation. These choices can always be changed after calculation. 
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Figure 115 Input of RIX correction handling in resource map calculation 

 
RIX correction can also be included (see section 4.10 on “RIX correction” for details). When RIX 
calculation/correction is chosen, there will be (optional) 4 result layers: 
 

 

Figure 116 Result layer output from Resource map calculation with RIX 

 
The uncorrected resource map as well as the RIX and Delta Rix maps can be seen along with the 
RIX corrected resource map. By establishing a compare layer, the difference between the Rix 
corrected and uncorrected resource maps can be presented.  
 

 

Figure 117 Displacement height input by resource map calculation 

 
Finally, displacement height corrections can be included in the resource map calculations (see 
details in section 4.9, “Displacement height calculator”). 
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Figure 118 Example of resource map difference output with displacement height 

 
Above, a test calculation with two forest pieces (hatched) with different heights are shown in a 
resource calculation. Then, a compare layer is established showing the wind speed without and with 
a displacement height calculation. It works as expected, with a gradual reduction as the distance to 
the forest increases. 
 
3.6.5.2 Resource map calculation based on SCALER 

New in windPRO 3.1 is that a resource map can be based on the SCALER concept, meaning that 
each time step wind speed is scaled to each point in the resource grid. The data are collected in TAB 
files at each grid point, which are Weibull fitted and then saved in .RSF file. 
 
Input:  

 WTG-area object for defining the calculation area 

 Height(s) and grid resolution 

 SCALER, including wind data selection (more wind masts/Meso data points can be used with 

interpolation), terrain/model and eventually post scaling. 

Optional: 

 Obstacles digitized on the map 

 Displacement height calculation setup 

 RIX calculation and RIX correction setup  

Output: 

 Resource map report 

 Resource map file (can be used in PARK and OPTIMIZE module as input for AEP calculation and 

visualized by RESULT layer on map). The format is .RSF, the native WAsP format. 
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 STATGEN 3.6.6

The STATGEN module generates a windstatistics based on wind data in a METEO object and 
terrain data with the WAsP model or WAsP CFD result files as the generator. Also Meso scale data 
can be used. Here although the meso scale model terrain should be used. This is possible when 
using EMD WRF data, while these includes meso model terrain files in the meteo object with meso 
scale wind data. 
 
Input:  

 METEO object with wind data  

 Site data object with roughness data and orography (link to files/line objects/grid objects) 

 ALTERNATIVE_1 to Site data object is WAsP-CFD result file(s)  

 ALTERNATIVE_2 to Site data object is Meso terrain from EMD WRF data in meteo objects  

 Data period to be used 

Optional: 

 Obstacles digitized on the map (Can be turned on/off in site data object) 

 Displacement height based on object data OR advanced calculator (sector wise) 

Output: 

 Windstatistics (.LIB(WAsP original format) or .WWS (WindPRO format) file) 

 

Figure 119 Main input for STATGEN calculation 

 
In the main form, the “terrain source” is chosen. In a site data object, the traditional WAsP input of 
roughness and orography + info on inclusion of obstacles is defined. WAsP-CFD result files include, 
indirectly, the terrain (results are processed with terrain). Making a windstatistics directly from Meso 
modeled wind data (currently, only from EMD) offers the possibility to use the meso terrain when 
generating the windstatistics. 
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Figure 120 Statgen input form 

 
On the “statgen” tab, the site data or CFD results or Meso data are selected as well as the wind data 
to be used. 
 
The WAsP parameters can be modified (see section 6.3.1 for details). 
Saving the results as a .wws file, all relevant information will be included, like length of wind data 
series, WAsP parameters etc. This information can be printed as a part of all WAsP based 
calculation reports (see example below): 
 
A new 3.1 feature is the selection of a specific period. Thereby measurements can be truncated to 
full years, or for Meso scale data it can be decided to use like last 20 or 10 years. In addition, the 
inclusion of the general Displacement height calculation tool, optional sector wise by calculator is 
new in 3.1. 
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Figure 121 Windstatistics info report output generated from MCP 

 
A windstatistic can also be generated from MCP, which normally are recommended, while this 
includes the long term correction. 
 
See further information in section 3.2, “windstatistics,” for more details on the structure of the 
windstatistics. 
 

 Flow request export (FLOWREQUEST - FLOWRES format) 3.6.7

A new windPRO 3.1 feature is a flexible data exchange with external models. 
It consist partly of creation of a flow request file, which basically is an export of the terrain data lined 
up in the windPRO project, partly of the capability to use flow model results from external model 
providers. The flow result file format FLOWRES is detailed described so any model providers can 
establish this format as output from their models. Then windPRO can use the flow result files in 
relevant calculations, like Resource map calculation, PARK calculation etc. 
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Figure 122 Flow request export 

 
 

 
Figure 123 Terrain setup for flow request files. 

 
The terrain (roughness and orography) need to be specified in a Site data object. 
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Forest data can be included based on roughness map files. The Roughness lengths interval that 
shall generate forest data output must be specified. Then forest height and forest density can be 
specified.  
 

 
Figure 124 Definition of the Result volume. 

 
Here the volume to be calculated is specified. Partly by horizontal limits, given either by a WTG area 
object or by object layer. Last option simply draw an area around the objects at selected layer. Partly 
by extraction heights. Depending on which model that uses the flow request file, there might be 
limitations in calculation heights. And some models might not read this information, but require 
manual input by the model run. 
 
 

 
Figure 125 Definition of direction sectors to be simulated. 

 
Finally the number of, and which direction sectors that model calculations are wanted for can be 
defined. 
 
When all is defined, the “Export to flow request” button is pressed. Then a name and where to save it 
must be specified. 
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If OK is pressed, an assumption report is generated for documentation of the settings.  
 
Next step will then be to start the external software, read the file and start a calculation. 
When calculation is done, a FLOWRES file can be exported from the external software. 
This can then be used from windPRO similar to where like WASP-CFD result files can be used, e.g. 
from a PARK calculation. 
 

3.7 PARK calculation 

The PARK calculation is the “center” within an energy calculation. It partly models the wind 
distribution at each turbine position in hub height and partly the wake losses, thereby creating the 
calculated AEP for each turbine. Further refinement of the AEP expectations can be given by taking 
a PARK calculation result into the Loss & Uncertainty module. 

 

Figure 126 PARK calculation, selection of method 

 
Above is the start dialog box of the PARK module. 6 main groups of setting up a PARK calculation 
are available. Additional options are available under Other PARK calculations, such as: 
 

 

Figure 127 2.9 compatible PARK model choices 
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The windPRO 2.9 options are kept for backward compatibility - but can also still be relevant (though 
these options are rarer, nowadays). These will not be documented in this manual, but documentation 
can be found in the windPRO 2.9 manual. 
 

 The wake loss (PARK) models 3.7.1

The PARK module calculates the wake losses due to the shadowing effects between WTGs sited 
close to each other (wind farms or clusters). PARK offers three different models for calculating wake 
losses. All are discussed in the windPRO reference document on wake and turbulence models (See 
HELP page). The standard method recommended by EMD follows the model that was created by 
N.O.Jensen from RISØ, but with small modifications that enables one to work with different WTG 
types and hub heights in the same layout. 
 
The basic equation for calculating the wake loss behind a rotor is (the single wake model): 
 
Equation 1 Wake wind speed reduction equation 

 
a. Where: 
b.  v = the wind speed at a distance x behind of the rotor 
c.  u = the free wind speed just upstream from the rotor 
d.  R = the rotor radius 

e.   = the wake decay constant. 
f.  
g. 2/3 is an approximation of the Ct value. In calculation model, the actual Ct value is 

used for each wind speed interval. 
 
The figure below shows the basic idea behind the simplified wake model for wake losses behind a 
turbine. The wake decay constant is a measure of the down-stream widening of the “shadow cone” 
behind the wind turbines. The constant is specified as widening in meters per meter downstream of 
the rotor. A constant of 0.075 m, corresponding to an opening angle of approximately 4 degrees is 
usually recommended.  
 

 

Figure 128 Illustration of wake loss model 

 
In addition to the single wake model, there is a combination model. This adds the wind speed deficit 
from more single wake models as the Root Sum squared (RSS) of the deficits in the N.O.Jensen 
model. While the wake cannot expand “infinitely” towards the ground, a set of “mirrored” turbines are 
established “underground” to compensate for this. 
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Measurements on different wind farms show that the wake decay constant (WDC) depends on the 
turbulence and, therefore, on the roughness class, varying from 0.04 for a roughness class of 0, to 
0.1 for a roughness class of 3. The default value 0.075 has been used in most onshore projects. For 
offshore applications, a value of 0.04 is preferred. 
 

 

 

Figure 129 Choice of Wake Decay constant (WDC) 

 
A follow up on recent wind farms indicates that the choice of wake decay constant should be 
considered more carefully. The graphics above illustrate how the WDC should be changed by hub 
height due to the turbulence change by hub height. The default 0.075 for onshore for a typical 
farmland turbulence matches 40m hub height. Since the default of 0.075 was settled in the mid 80’s, 
this matches well with the typical hub height at that time. Today, with up to around 150m hub 
heights, the turbulence gets lower, and a WDC down to 0.05 should be considered for onshore 
turbines. But, if the turbulence is very high, e.g., near a forest or in complex terrain or in regions with 
much thermal turbulence, the WDC should be increased. As a consequence of the issues mentioned 
here, a more refined WDC selection appear from windPRO 3.1. Here a combination of Hub height 
(HH) and terrain decides the WDC. This is based on turbulence calculations shown below: 
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Table 7 Basic assumptions for hub height dependent WDC. 

  
 
With the basic assumptions shown above, the Turbulence Intensity (TI) is calculated for each terrain 
type and hub height shown in table below. Based on the formula WDC = 0,47*TI + 0.004, the WDC 
is calculated. (Derived from table p. 1-4 in windPRO helpdesk paper: Introduction to Wind Turbine 
Wake Modelling and Wake Generated Turbulence). 
 
Table 8 Hub height dependent WDC. 

 
 
A new feature in windPRO 3 (time step calculation) is to allow the turbulence direct control of the 
WDC for each time step. This, of course, requires that a time series of turbulence data is available. If 
a separate time series with turbulence data is used, and this is shorter than the data used for the 
calculation, only the period represented in both data set will be used. 
 
For very large wind farms (more than 5 rows of WTGs, perpendicular to main wind direction), 
measurements show that the wake losses are higher than normally predicted in the “back rows”. 
This is also called the “deep array losses”. This problem is handled in windPRO 3.0 when using the 
time step calculation concept. This allows for new adjustment features, like mixing the Root sum 
Square combination model with a linear combination model. Several conference contributions in 
recent years has emphasized this “fix” to the model problems as the best working method. It is 
recommended to use 35% linear weight when using NO2005 model. The NO2005 implementation 
will then roughly calculate as the original N.O.Jensen model. See Technical note 5 on windPRO help 
page. 
 
Another option is to reduce the WDC by number of upwind turbines. This is implemented as an 
“experimental option”. Tests on several projects show this is a good supplement to the linear 
weighting. It is although mainly a relevant feature when doing performance check, and there is good 
data to calibrate with and a wish to fine tune wake loss calculation to perfection. 
 
The new adjustment options are described in more detail when going through the input forms. 
Results of tests on these are described in validation chapter. 
 

Terrain TI @40m Shear

Very stable 0,06 0,1

Offshore 0,08 0,11

Mixed W-L 0,1 0,2

Very open 0,13 0,21

Open 0,15 0,22

Mixed farmland 0,16 0,23

Closed 0,18 0,24

Very closed 0,21 0,26

Dense forest 0,25 0,28

NEW

Old WDC WDC @ Hub height 25              50              75              100           150           

Very stable 0,034        0,032        0,030        0,030        0,029        

0,04 Offshore 0,044        0,041        0,039        0,038        0,037        

0,052 Mixed W-L 0,056        0,049        0,045        0,043        0,040        

0,063 Very open 0,071        0,062        0,058        0,054        0,050        

0,075 Open 0,082        0,071        0,065        0,062        0,057        

0,083 Mixed farmland 0,088        0,075        0,069        0,065        0,059        

0,092 Closed 0,099        0,084        0,077        0,072        0,066        

0,1 Very closed 0,116        0,097        0,088        0,082        0,074        

Dense forest 0,138        0,114        0,103        0,095        0,085        
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 Common settings for all PARK calculation variants 3.7.2

3.7.2.1.1 WTGs 

 

Figure 130 Selection of WTGs for PARK calculation 

 
At the WTGs tab, the turbines to be calculated are selected. By default, the turbines from visible 
layers appear, but other layers can be activated and, by unchecking “use all objects from selected 
layers”, turbines can be individually selected. 
 
Checking the “Use explicit link to Wind distribution for each WTG” adds another tab “Link site data to 
WTG”: 
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Figure 131 Explicit link site data – WTG, manual control 

 
Before activating this option, wind distributions must be chosen. By default, each WTG “chooses” the 
nearest wind distribution object. In the matrix above, checkmarks can be moved so the user has full 
control as to which wind distribution object shall be used for which WTG. 
 

 Common settings for Windstatistics based (standard) PARK calculation 3.7.3

3.7.3.1.1 Setup 

 

Figure 132 Model parameters and report features in “standard” PARK 

 
Model parameters: 
“Wake decay constants…” defines how much the wake expands behind the rotor. The default figure 
0.075 means that, per meter behind the rotor, the wake expands 7.5 cm. In “non-advanced mode” 
the choices are: 
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Further details can be found in “The wake loss (PARK) model” (section 7.1), where it is emphasized 
that, at larger hub heights, the WDC should be reduced due to lower turbulence. 
 
A lower expansion (offshore) gives a higher reduction of the wind speed behind the rotor and, 
thereby, larger calculated wake losses. In high roughness or high complex orography (mountain 
area), the “Very closed farmland” can be used. In advanced mode, there are more options. 
 
Report features: 
Hub height for key results gives calculated mean wind speed, energy and the equivalent 
roughness class for this height at the location where the Site Data Object is placed. 
WTG area(s) on map gives the option to include selected WTG Area’s on the map as part of the 
report. 
Handling of losses and uncertainties: 
Here, it is decided how the user wants to integrate these variables into the reporting. It is 
recommended to use the Loss & Uncertainty module to give this important part of the AEP 
calculation the right focus. For “simpler” or preliminary calculations, the other options can be used. 
The “Add simple reduction” to compensate for bias, loss and uncertainty reductions will add an extra 
column in the report with the reduced AEP result. You can define the text written at the printing 
stage. The default is “Result – xx%” 
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Enable advanced options: 
 

 

Figure 133 Advanced setup options in “standard” PARK 

 
Model parameters / Ambient turbulence: 

 

The wake decay constants (WDC) defaults are more flexible. NOTE that larger hub heights due to 
lower turbulence calls for lower WDC (see further details in “The wake loss (PARK) model,” section 
7.1). 
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Sector wise Wake decay constant/turbulence parameters  

 

Figure 134 Wake decay constant by direction sector 

 
Sector wise WDC or turbulence can be entered or loaded from METEO data. When loading ambient 
turbulence data as input into PARK, where this is required (depending on the array loss and 
turbulence model combination chosen), it is now possible to specify this data in more detail. 
 

 

Figure 135 Simple turbulence calculator for PARK input 

 
The ambient turbulence is loaded from a time series data in a METEO data object. It is possible to 
specify the setup, e.g. add one standard deviation to mean turbulence as required in the IEC edition 
2 for turbulence calculation, or 1.28 standard deviations for IEC ed. 3 compatible calculations. This 
uncertainty is usually added for “other purposes”. For Wake loss calculations, n should be set to 0. 
 
Access to advanced calculations: 
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These Advanced calculations require you to choose another wake model than the default 
N.O.Jensen model.  
 
The reduced wind speeds inside a wind farm create a matrix that can be used to lookup the 
calculated reduction at a specific point, for any direction and any free wind speed. A way to use this 
is to place a very small turbine (0.1 m rotor diameter) at the position where a measurement mast is 
located inside the wind farm, and, thereby, get the reduction in wind speed measurements due to 
surrounding turbines. Then the expected free wind speed can be established, which can be useful 
for performance check calculations. 
 
Park Power curve based on a PPV model gives the calculated Park power output related to a 
specific measurement mast position outside the park. This can be useful for sitautions like prognosis 
systems, where the wind prognoses are given at a specific point (measurement mast position). With 
the table, the transfer function from wind speed and direction to Park output is given. 
 
Turbulence calculations give the ambient + wake added turbulences for each turbine. NOTE this 
calculation is now transferred to the Site Compliance module (all versions after  2.8). 
 

  

In “report features” there is an additional checkbox. Here, you can add calculation results for +/- ½ 
rotor diameter in the result to file. This makes it easy to evaluate the variation of the calculation 
results over large rotors. With the present AEP calculation tools, it is always assumed the hub height 
represents the average for the entire rotor diameter. With a large increase in rotor diameters, this 
might require changes in future calculation methods.  
 
Wake model selection: 

 

Figure 136 Alternative wake models in "standard" PARK 

 
Regarding wake models, EMD recommends using the N.O. Jensen (RISØ/EMD) model. If you need 
turbulence calculations, the N.O. Jensen (EMD) 2005 is recommended. The three other models are 
intended for experimental use. Tests so far indicate that these models do not reduce calculation 
results enough when using the standard parameters. The parameters will be tuned based upon 
ongoing research in order to better correlate the predicted values to actual performance. 
 
Turbulence model selection: 
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Figure 137 Alternative turbulence models in "standard” PARK 

 
For turbulence calculations, the S. Frandsen 1999 or the TNO model are recommended as the most-
accepted ones at this time. NOTE: Turbulence calculations will be taken out of the PARK calculation 
in near future. The Site Compliance module has a much more refined and precise calculation of the 
wake added turbulence. The wake and turbulence models and other advanced functions of the 
PARK calculation are described in detail in the appendix on Wake and Turbulence Models. 
 
Finally access to WAsP parameter changes are available here as well (see section 6.3.1) But note 
that, from WAsP 11, the wasp parameters set when generating a windstatistics (when generated 
with WAsP 11), are the ones used in the PARK calculation. 
 
3.7.3.1.2 Power Curve 

 

Figure 138 Power curve input (air density correction), non-time step based 

 
Power curves in WindPRO are normally only entered at standard air density (1.225 kg/m3), and are  
recalculated by WindPRO to the site air density. But, the user can also enter the power curve in the 
turbine catalogue at local site air density and then choose “No correction” – or, basically, if the 
default correction is used and the site air density is used as input in the turbine catalogue as well as 
in the air density setup, no correction will be made.  
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There are more methods for air density correction (see the documentation by clicking the hyperlink 
text seen in bottom of form above). 
 
Some power curves have negative values, which can appear from 0 to around 4 m/s. But, most often 
the power values in this interval are set to 0. If the negative values are included, these can be 
handled in two different ways: 
 

1. Default: the power consumed at low wind speeds are included in the AEP calculation, and the AEP 
result is, thereby, reduced. 

2. Ignore the negative values in the AEP calculation, but then report the calculated power consumed 
separately. This makes sense if a very accurate financial calculation is required, and the power 
purchase cost is higher than the price paid for delivered power. 

 

 Standard PARK calculation with WAsP 3.7.4

3.7.4.1.1 Wind distribution 

 

Figure 139 Wind distribution selection in standard PARK with WAsP 

 
The site data object(s) to be used are checked – the default is that the nearest will be used at any 
turbine position. At the WTGs tab, it can be decided, manually, to link a site data object to each 
turbine. This can be usefully if, e.g., one site data object is based on measurements on a hill and 
another downhill.  Then turbines on the hill and downhill should be linked to the most representative 
site data object. 
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3.7.4.1.2 Displacement height 

 

Figure 140 Displacement height setup in standard PARK 

 
It is possible to use: 
 

 No displacement height – the “original” hub heights for each turbine is used. 

 Displacement heights from objects – the hub heights are reduced with the displacement height 
defined in the WTG object. 

 Displacement height Calculator – Sector wise displacement heights from the calculator, object 
displacement heights are ignored (see section 8.4 for a description of the Displacement height 
calculator. 

 
3.7.4.1.3 RIX setup 

 

Figure 141 RIX input setup in standard PARK 

 
The RIX settings are explained in section 4.10, “RIX correction”. 
 

 Standard PARK calculation with WAsP-CFD  3.7.5

The calculation setup follows the same as “Standard PARK with WAsP” except for the wind 
distribution tab, which is replaced with two tabs: CFD result files and Windstatistics. 
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Figure 142 Wind distribution selection in standard PARK with WAsP-CFD 

 
The CFD result files are added, typically “all from calculation”, and the calculation “behind” the CFD 
results is pointed out. Individual CFD result files can also be pointed out, if coming from another 
project or a mix from more calculations. 
 

 

Figure 143 Windstatistics selection in standard PARK with WAsP-CFD 
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More windstatistics can be selected. Note: When adding more windstatistics to a WAsP-CFD 
based calculation, These additional should be generated based on CFD result files – if they 
come from a traditional WAsP Statgen, this can introduce a bias. More windstatistics can be linked 
individually to turbines. 
 

 Standard PARK calculation with resource file 3.7.6

The calculation setup follows the same as “Standard PARK with WAsP” except for the wind 
distribution tab, which is replaced with a “Resource files” tab: 

 

Figure 144 Resource files selection in PARK based on resource files 

 
Resource map files (.rsf or .wrg) are added and used as the wind data in the calculation. In 
overlapping resource files, these will be interpolated in the calculation points. 
 

 Common settings for Time series based PARK calculation 3.7.7

Calculation in the time domain gives many new output options and more refined correction features, 
like seasonal correction of wind data, power curve corrections for each time stamp based on 
variables like temperature, turbulence, etc., also, for the wake models, more advanced correction 
options are available. 
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3.7.7.1 Setup, time step based calculation 

 

Figure 145 Setup input for PARK based on time series 

 
The output can be: 
 
(o) AEP – the average hourly-calculated production based on all used wind data is multiplied with 
8766 (hours in an average year) 
 
Include seasonal correction: Seasons can be defined, e.g., as months or 4-seasons (winter, 
spring, etc.). Within each season, the average hourly production is calculated. This is then multiplied 
with the relative time in each season and scaled to a full year with 8766 (hours in an average year). 
Thereby, each season is given the same weight (corrected for length differences in seasons), and, 
thus, compensation is made for, e.g., an overweight of winter data. If a season has less than 1% of 
all data, calculation is not possible while the season correction is judged to be random – and if a 
season has no data, the season correction calculation is not possible. 
 
Include a long-term factor – if the wind data period is known to be biased relative to long term, it is 
possible to adjust the results by a factor. 
 
(o) Time period energy – simply, calculated production in each time step and all values added. The 
result can, thereby, be for, e.g., ½ a year or 3 years, depending on the data period. This can be 
convenient for follow up on a specific period or to find the production that has been lost if a turbine 
has been out of order for a specific period. 
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Include data recovery correction – if some time records are missing during the data period 
(defined by first and last time stamp in the calculation period), the decision can be made to 
compensate for this, simply by finding the data recovery rate and dividing this into the calculated 
summed production. 
 
A new 3.1 feature is [x] Use time of day depending power curves. This makes it possible to calculate 
like noise reduction modes that vary during the day. The setup look like this: 
 

 
Figure 146 Time of day depending power curve setup. 

 
Note the different power curves must be defined at the WTG object. 
 
Output to PERFORMANCE CHECK and/or result to file: 
The time step based PARK calculation can deliver output files time step by time step, partly to be 
loaded into Performance Check module for comparison with measured data, partly to a file that e.g. 
can be further analysed in spreadsheet tools. The data quantity can become VERY large. Therefore, 
some limitations can be set, like only having detailed data for selected turbines or only having the 
sum for all turbines. Finally, the time series can be aggregated to hourly, monthly etc. data records. 
By default, aggregation to monthly values is set to avoid storage of large data amounts that may not 
have any purpose. For a detailed Performance Check, 10 min. or hourly data is preferred, (assuming 
this data is available as measured production). Note the calculated data will be stored in the 
windPRO project file. Running many calculations with high resolution/long data period in non-
aggregated mode will make the windPRO project file very large.  
 
Report features is as described for the windstatistics based concept. 
 
Report pages for time varying results. Here, it can be decided to include new and/or existing 
turbines. A special variant is to include existing ONLY if they have the property “Park WTG” checked 
in their object setup. Thereby, a calculation having both existing in the windfarm to be expanded + 
reference turbines nearby, can be “split”, so the time varying reports only show the result for a wind 
farm with some new and some existing, without considering other existing turbines in the report. 
 
The results presented are in the following graphs: 

 24-12 table with MWh 

 24-12 table with MW 

 Graph with monthly production 

 Graph with diurnal production 

 Table and graph with duration data 

Result to file, the time step results: 
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Figure 147 Result to file output from PARK based on time series 

 
The results can be copied to the clipboard and pasted into Excel. 
 
Table 9 Output from PARK based on time series to spreadsheet 

 

 
 
Above is a part of the result copied to Excel. To the left is the inserted calculations, where “Time” 
column is multiplied with “Power” column to get the production. The result columns are described 
below. 
 
Table 10 Output from PARK based on time series to spreadsheet – column documentation 
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The columns in result to file output are shown above. Here, they are shown transposed with an 
explanation for each line (column). After the columns with WT-1, it continues with WT-2 etc. (or 
selected WT’s). 
The format is fixed, independent from which corrections applied. Thereby same spreadsheet 
evaluation tools can be used for any output. 
 

Header row 1 Header row 2 Header row 3 Header row 4 Explanation

All Corrections - 

neg. power value 24-02-2016 19:03 Time stamp Date-time 01-01-1901 00:50 Start of time period, can be 10-min, hour, day, week, month, year

Scaler: Total Power [kW] 0 Average calculated power for wind farm within period

EMD Default 

Measurement Mast 

Scaler Time [h] 0,1667 Number of hours within period

Meteo data:

For reference WTG: [1] 

REpower 5 M 5000 126.0 

!O! hub: 100,00 m (TOT: 

163,00 m) (1) Free wind speed [m/s] 3,7 Calculated free wind speed at reference turbine position

Default Meteo data 

description (1) Reduced wind speed [m/s] 3,1 Similar, wake reduced

Wind direction [°] 197,1 Calculated at reference turbine position at hub height

Temperature [°C] as above

Pressure [hPa] as above

Air density [kg/m3] 1,189 as above

WDC Turbulence [] If WDC is calculated based on turbulencve signal, WDC is shown here

WDC [] WDC for for time step

Turbulence [] Turbulence if used in power curve correction

Shear [] 0 Shear if used in power curve correction

Veer [°] 0 Veer if used in power curve correction

[] Extra

[] Extra

All corrections [-] 1 All corrections (multiplum of individual corrections)

Air density correction [-] 1 Air density correction relative to standard (15 deg. C at sea level)

Turbulence correction [-] 1 Power curve correction at time step

Shear correction [-] 1 Power curve correction at time step

Veer correction [-] 1 Power curve correction at time step

1 Power [kW] 0 as above, but for WTG-1

1 Free wind speed [m/s] 3,7

1 Reduced wind speed [m/s] 3,1

1 Wind direction [°] 197,1

1 Temperature [°C]

1 Pressure [hPa]

1 Air density [kg/m3] 1,189

1 WDC Turbulence []

1 WDC []

1 Turbulence []

1 Shear [] 0

1 Veer [°] 0

1 []

1 []

1 All corrections [-] 1

1 Air density correction [-] 1

1 Turbulence correction [-] 1

1 Shear correction [-] 1

1 Veer correction [-] 1
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3.7.7.2 Wake settings, time step based 

 

Figure 148 Wake setup in PARK based on time series 

 
The standard input options is as described for the windstatistics based PARK are shown above. The 
interesting part is the new options - The wake model settings have two “advanced” expansion boxes: 
 
[x] Advanced – gives access to a time step turbulence based correction. 
[x] Enable large wind farm advanced features – gives access to modifying the wake combination 
model with two different variants. 
 
Time step turbulence based requires a turbulence signal in a METEO object or when using “data 
from scaling”, more options are available, see 3.4.8.4 Turbulence in scaler. NOTE: The dataset must 
exist concurrent to the entire wind data period in the calculation!. Based on the calculated wind 
speed at each turbine position, the turbulence is then found from the St.dev. The turbulence at each 
turbine position then decides the wake decay constant for the wake loss calculation at the given 
turbine. The translation from turbulence to WDC is based on a simple linear relation, where the 
parameters can be edited. The default is like this: 
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Figure 149 WDC versus turbulence for time step correction 

 
Above is the linear regression on the assumed relation between WDC and turbulence. This method 
is assumed very safe and robust – although it assumes the available turbulence data is reasonably 
correct. The large advantage is that it takes out the “guess” required on an average WDC, and it 
does the weighting of the data against turbulence (see the test example in validation, section 8). 
 

 
 
As seen in the input form, it is possible to select the WTG that controls the wind direction for the 
wake loss calculation. It is so, when calculating wake loss in a time step, the wind direction must be 
defined. This can differ by turbine and a choice must be made. The default choice is the first turbine 
in the list.  
 
The reason for this input option is: when comparing two calculations, e.g., one with an existing wind 
farm and one with a new + existing wind farm, the existing wind farm might get slightly different 
results in the two calculations (apart from the influence from the new). Meanwhile, in the second, a 
new turbine comes in and controls the wind direction, because new turbines are first in the list of 
turbines to be calculated. For such a comparison calculation, it is then possible to manually select 
the same turbine to control the wind direction. In very complex terrain with large turns of the wind 
direction, it can also be convenient to be able to decide which turbine that decides the direction for 
the wake loss calculation, e.g., one in the middle of the site instead of the outmost. 
The choice do also influence the calculated free wind speed aggregated by sectors. The reason for 
this is that the sectors are defined by the wake calculation direction and thereby by the turbine 
chosen for controlling the direction. 
 
Large wind farm advanced features (Deep array losses) 
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In the original N.O.Jensen wake model, the wind speed deficits when wakes from more turbines “hit” 
a turbine are summarised by Root Sum Square (RSS) method. An alternative is to summarize the 
deficits, called the Linear method. Tests show this method reduces the wind speeds far too much, 
but, on the other hand, the RSS method tends to reduce too little when there are many arrays. 
Combining the two methods is found to give a more accurate reduction. It is now possible to control 
the weighting of the two methods with full flexibility. 
 

 

Figure 150 Linear and RSS weight in PARK combination model 

 
The simple modification is not to give the RSS wind speed deficit calculation full weight, but to give 
some weight to a linear sum of the deficits. An experimentally found reasonable weight is 35% linear 
weight, given as the default (see further details in the Park model validation chapter, section 8.2. The 
method is, e.g., supported by the work RES: OFFSHORE WAKE MODELLING, Presentation at 
Renewable UK Offshore Wind 2011, by Gerd Habenicht, Senior Technical Manager, 29th of June 
2011. 
 
But, this combination tends to give too high of reductions inside the wind farm. An additional 
correction proposed in “Evaluation and Benchmarking of Wind Turbine Wake Models” by Mathieu 
Gaumond, DTU, June 30th 2012, is to decrease the WDC by number of upwind turbines. 
 
Method 1: Semi aggregated reduction by number of upwind turbines. 
Method 2: Full aggregated reduction by number of up wind turbines. 
 
Let us consider the following example, where 3 turbines are installed in a row, in line with the 
prevailing wind direction. Turbine number 1 (WTG 1) is the first in the row, thus it suffers no wake 
reductions and is the first wake giving turbine. 
By using method 1, the wake experienced by WTG 3 is calculated based on the 2 upwind turbines, 
with a WDC reduction by 2 upwind turbines used for WTG 1 impact, but only based on 1 upwind 
turbine when setting the WDC for use when wake from WTG 2 is calculated. 
By using method 2, the wake calculated at WTG 3 is calculated based on the 2 upwind turbine, with 
a WDC reduction based on 2 upwind applied on both upwind turbines, in this case, WTG 1 and WTG 
2. 
In other words, method 1 only uses a WDC reduction based on the number of turbines from the 
wake giving turbine to the calculated turbine, where method 2 uses a calculated WDC reduction 
based on all upwind turbines for all wake giving turbines. 
 
These two different implementations require different parameters in the WDC reduction calculation. 
By numerous experiments on different wind farms with good data, some constant values for these 
parameters were found and can be seen in figures below.  
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Figure 151 reduction of WDC by number of upwind turbines, Version 1. 

 

 
Figure 152 reduction of WDC by number of upwind turbines, Version 2. 

 
This more advanced/experimental added modification of decreasing the WDC for the more upwind 
turbines is found to improve the result, especially handle row by row more accurate, where the 
average only changes slightly by the use of the shown defaults (see examples in validation, section 
8). 
 
While Method 2 is far more “aggressive” in the WDC reduction, we recommend stopping the 
reduction after row 5. For Method 1 reduction stop is set at 25 turbines as default. The 25 turbine is a 
random choice, because method 1 has a ‘less aggressive’ reduction, meaning that the change in 
overall wake loss is small. Only the most remote turbines from the calculated turbine are affected by 
the full reduction of WDC. 

  
Figure 153 The WDC reduction by number of upwind turbines by the two methods. 

 
 
IMPORTANT to notice is: A correct wake loss calculation is a balance of the chosen model (e.g. the 
NO.Jensen 2005 implementation), the WDC and evt. Deep array settings (Linear weight and WDC 
decrease by upwind turbines). Ongoing experiments show that a 35% Linear weight in combination 
with turbulence based WDC gives the best reproduction of the measured wake loss. If Linear weight 
of 100% is used, the increase of WDC should be 0.03 (from 0.04 to 0.07 offshore). But then the 
wake loss by along the rows are over predicted, but the 360 degree result is fine for the test case 
HR-1. See validation chapter. 
 
3.7.7.3 Power curve corrections by time series PARK calculation 

Power curves are traditionally used as an “annual average” power curve in AEP calculations. With 
the time step calculation method, it is possible to introduce corrections for power curves based on 
the meteorological parameters present at each time step. This will, typically, not change much in the 
calculated AEP, but, for sites with, e.g., very low or high turbulence, it can create improvements on 
the AEP accuracy. And, when doing Performance Check analyses, the corrections can explain 
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periods with high/low performance based on the influence of the meteorological parameters on the 
power curves. 

 

Figure 154 Power curve correction options in time domain 

 
The possible corrections are: 

 Air density (by temperature and/or pressure) 

Selecting the “according to IEC 61400-12-2” gives following extra: 

 Turbulence (only pitch regulated turbines) 

 Shear (only when using Meso scale data) 

 Veer (only when using Meso scale data) 

The limitations mentioned might later be solved.  
 
The Air density correction follows the formulas described in the IEC standard; IEC 61400-12-2, and 
differs slightly from the “Adjusted IEC method” described in previous documentation by EMD. 
 
It should be noted that the IEC standard describes how to correct a measured powercurve to 
standard conditions based on the meteorological parameters. Here, the methods are “reversed” so 
they correct the standard power curves to modified power curves based on the parameters. To make 
the concept work smoothly, some decisions have to be taken upon implementation. 
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Temperature and pressure, can be taken from the METEO object with the wind data selected in the 
SCALER tab. (Use data from Scaling). Then, it will be required that ALL METEO objects (if multiple) 
have the required signals present at EACH time stamp. For example, wind speed AND direction 
must be present in all METEO objects for the given time stamp. The calculation, however, allows for 
a time offset of up to 50% of the sample time, if more METEO objects are used. Thereby, non-
syncronised time stamps in different METEO objects can be used. 
 
If temperature or pressure are taken from ONE METEO object, the demands on data recovery are 
less. Here, up to 13  time steps (equal to 2 hours+ having 10min wind data) is allowed to be missing 
or disabled and a linear interpolation is used between two nearest time stamps to find the value. This 
means that calculations based on 10 min. wind data can use, e.g., meso scala data with hourly 
temperature and pressure values as calculation basis for the air density correction. In that case, up 
to 2 hour values can be missing, and the calculation will still be performed for each 10 min. value 
based on the interpolated signals. 
 
Same rule for turbulence, where the SCALER from 3.1 partly can scale the turbulence based on 
more source data(more masts, heights or meso points). Partly take the turbulence from model 
calculations, if e.g. WAsP CFD result files or FLOWRES files are used in the SCALER. Turbulence 
Intensity (TI) is scaled to each calculation position assuming a constant Standard deviation by 
height. From the source data, the standard deviation is calculated from TI and wind speed. Then, 
based on the calculation point wind speed, the TI is calculated. This is a quite simple approach, not 
taking into account if there are parts of the site with large turbulence deviations. If the turbulence 
information is missing in a time step (outside the interpolation frame), no turbulence correction is 
performed, but the data point is still calculated. Before a calculation is started, it is tested that at least 
50% of the time steps has turbulence information, otherwise an error is reported, since it does not 
make sense, in that situation, to calculate with turbulence correction.  
 
Turbulence can be taken from Mesoscale data (see section 4.3.3 regarding METEO objects and how 
to establish turbulence data from meso data in a METEO object). 
 

 

Figure 155 Reference turbulence for TI correction of power curve 

 
The turbulence correction needs an assumption, for the turbulence at which the power curve used, 
that is representative. This value can be user defined. 
 
Shear and veer corrections can, so far, only be calculated based on meso data, while only meso 
data has the multiple height wind data for each time step. This will be expanded in version 3.1. 
In the PERFORMANCE CHECK manual, examples on calculated air density and turbulence 
corrections are compared to measurements. 
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For details on the correction methods, please see the IEC standard. The corrections applied can be 
seen in details in the result to file with a time step calculation. Here as well, the signals used at each 
time step as the calculated corrections can be seen.  
 

 Time varying calculation based on MESO data 3.7.8

 

Figure 156 Selection of wind data and SCALER in PARK time series based 

 
Basing the time step PARK calculation on Mesoscale data from EMD (The EMDWrf model or the 
EMD-ConWx dataset), all heights of the mesoscale dataset are selected by default. Heights below 
the lowest calculation height and above highest calculation height MUST be included – no 
extrapolations are permitted in this calculation concept. The mesoscale data defines the shear and 
veer. It is, although, possible to also choose the “measurement SCALER” with Mesoscale data (e.g. 
meso data from other providers), and let the WAsP model do the vertical scaling, then only one data 
height is used. 
More meso data points can be used, and horizontal interpolation can be chosen – the alternative is 
to “take nearest”. 
   

 Time varying calculation based on measured data 3.7.9

This option is similar to time varying based on Meso data apart from: 

 Instead of using Meso data, measured data is used (or an “artificial mast”). 
 ONLY 1 height from a measurement mast can be selected, but, like with meso data, more 

source data points (masts) can be used with horizontal interpolations optional. 
 The default scaling is based on the WAsP A parameter ratio. 
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 Other PARK calculations 3.7.10

The “other” PARK calculations are included for backward compatibility to previous windPRO 
versions. Please refer to windPRO 2.9 manual for details on these options. 
 

 

Figure 157 The 2.9 compatible PARK methods 

 

 Output from PARK calculations 3.7.11

Partly the report pages and partly the result to file options will be described here that give an output 
for taking the results to spreadsheets or other external software tools for further processing. It will 
also be explained how the output options will be different from a windstatistics based calculation and 
a SCALER (time step) calculation.  
 
One of the differences is that the SCALER based calculations will be able to provide the wake 
reduced wind speeds as well as the non-wake reduced, since the windstatistics based calculation 
only provides the non-wake reduced wind speeds.  
 
Another difference is that the windstatistics based calculations deliver the modifications due to, e.g., 
hills and obstacles as percentages on AEP relative to flat terrain and no obstacles. This calculation is 
very fast, and extra calculations are automatically performed with/without e.g. hills. The SCALER 
based calculations are only one run, but, as an output, there will be the speed up factors (flow 
perturbations) from WAsP used in the SCALER. This means that the time step calculations deliver 
the speed-ups on wind speed due to hills, obstacles etc. as an alternative to the percent increase in 
AEP. The speed-ups are relative to flat terrain/no obstacles. If the speed up relative to a 
measurement mast position is wanted, this can be found as the ratio between the speed up at 
turbine position and mast position based on a calculation where both positions are included, where a 
turbine is included at the measurement mast position. 
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Figure 158 The PARK main page report results based on windstatistics 

 
The report page shown above is with “all inclusive”, meaning that existing PARK WTG’s as well as 
new WTG’s are included in the calculation. This includes extra information compared to “just” 
calculating a new wind farm. The status of “PARK WTG” can be set on the WTG object and means 
that the existing WTG is represented on the main page. Alternatively is that the existing WTG’s are 
treated only as reference turbines and will only appear on the report page dealing with reference 
turbines. 
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Figure 159 Part of the PARK main result from time step calculation 

 
As seen above, wake reduced wind speeds are also included. The main results from a time step 
calculation show, by default, the long term expected AEP based on the wind data used and is 
expected to be long term representative (see further details in chapter 7.1.1: Setup of time step 
based calculation). 
 

   

Figure 160 Result to file output options from PARK 

 
Above, the left form shows the output options from a windstatisticss based calculation while the right 
form shows the time step based calculation. 
 
The PARK result to file differences by the different calculation concepts is shown here: 
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Figure 161 Result to file output comparison (shown transposed) 

 
For the first 25 columns, the output is identical. Therefore, comparisons are easy to make. The only 
difference is in column 3, where, in the windstatistics based calculation, the windstatistics name is 
shown windstatistics and, in the SCALER based calculation, the scaler name + the METEO object 
name is shown. A new feature from windPRO 3 is that the calculation name and time stamp is 
included (column 2). 
 
From row 26, the output is different. The windstatistics based calculation shows the Weibull A, k and 
f by direction sector. The SCALER based calculation shows the Free and Wake reduced wind 
speeds and the frequency by sector. 
  

 

Figure 162 Result to file output comparison (shown transposed), rightmost columns 

 
In the rightmost columns in the result to file, different values will appear depending on which 
corrections are included in the calculations. Changes due to hill/obstacles are shown as percentages 
for each WTG in a windstatistics based calculation, but NOT in a time step based calculation. Note 
that the changes are on AEP without Wake influence. Sensitivity is “comparable” although calculated 
differently. In a windstatistics based calculation windstatistics, it is calculated by running an extra 
calculation with 1% increase of wind speed. In the time step calculation, the same method is applied 
but based on the simplification that only the mean wind speed is used, and the wind distribution 
assumes a Rayleigh distribution (Weibull with k=2). Therefore, differences can be seen.  
 
If the displacement height is non-sector wise, the displacement height will be seen.  
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The sector wise reports will give the details on displacement height, obstacles, hills and Rix . 
 

 

Figure 163 Result to file; Sector wise; output comparison 

 
For the sector wise output, there will be similar results from the two calculation types, apart from 
effect from the obstacles, hills and Rix. The windstatistics based calculation shows the percent 
change, where the time step based calculation shows the flow perturbations (speed-ups = factors on 
wind speeds from model). Rix correction is shown as MWh change in a windstatistics based 
calculation, while the time step based calculation shows the Delta Rix value. The reason for the 
difference is as previously mentioned that a windstatistics based calculation is very fast, and, 
thereby, auto run more times with/without corrections, allowing the change in AEP to be found 
directly. The Time step calculation requires more time and, therefore, is not calculated several times. 
Instead, the parameters calculated by the SCALER/WAsP is presented. If there is a need for 
identifying the change in AEP by different corrections more precisely, the only way is to run the 
calculation more times without the corrections, one by one, and then compare results. 
 

  

Figure 164 Result to file; Park results, WAsP 11 

 
Finally, there is an option to obtain the native WAsP results. These are shown and commented on 
above. The roughness speedups are relative to a reference roughness set by WAsP, seen in the 
output as the Mesoscale roughness (as roughness lengths). 
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3.8 Validation examples and model problem issues 

 

 Meso data long term consistency 3.8.1

 

Figure 165 Long-term consistency using Meso data 

 
This screen shot shows how well the meso data based calculation matches measured production on 
a time scale of 18 years. The Tunø Knob offshore wind farm has been operating very well with few 
problems and a high availability during all 18 years. Thereby, it is a good validation case. It is seen 
that year-by-year model errors are within +/-5% and month by month within +/- 10%, apart from few 
months where the problems probably were related to availability issues. 
 

 Deep array wake loss model 3.8.2

3.8.2.1 Horns rev 1, Danish Offshore project 

A more comprehensive test of the wake models, especially with deep array settings, has 
been performed on the Horns Rev 1 wind farm, where EMD has access to wind 
measurements as well as production data at a 10-minute level for one year. A calculation 
was set up and data loaded in the Performance Check module for detailed filtering and 
evaluations of the measurements against calculations on different aggregation levels. 
Note the deep array settings are only available for the time-step based PARK calculation, 
for which only the NO2005 model is available. 
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Figure 166. Wind farm layout and the direction distribution of energy. 

 
Note the turbine orientations give the densest spacing in north, east, south and west 
sectors. The results are evaluated in 30-degree sectors, but calculated in 1-degree 
steps. The first is shown for the 360 degree calculation, meaning a full year with all data. 
 
 
For the total wind farm, with 360 degrees and all wind speeds, the wake loss is 
calculated as 10.8% with the original N.O.Jensen model, exactly as measured, but with 
smaller deviations by turbine row. The “measured” wake losses are found by calculating 
with 1 year of 10-minute data and finding the ratios of measured/calculated as averages 
for all non-error time stamps by use of the windPRO Performance Check module. Based 
on the prediction error and the calculated wake loss, the measured wake loss can then 
be established for the sample. 
 

 
Figure 167. NO2005 variant and original N.O. Jensen model.  

 
 
Inclusion of mirror turbine wake (light blue line), which is new in 3.1 for NO2005 model, 
has almost no impact for this wind farm size. Orange line is without mirror wake. 
 
The NO2005 variant is seen to calculate less wake loss than the original N.O.Jensen 
model, and too low compared to measurements.  
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There is a possibility to improve the NO2005 variant by using the deep array settings 
when calculating by time step: 
 

 
Figure 168. The deep array loss settings for time step calculations. 

 
The linear weight of 35% is recommended. The additional option “Use downwind change of WDC by 
number of wake turbines are only for going down at a very detailed level. This is now in a version 2, 
that work somewhat differently and require new parameters. This can be used for “ultimate tuning” 
when very good data are available to calibrate against. See later validation tests. 
 

 
Figure 169. Using 35% linear weight in deep array model setting solve. 

 
 
Looking at a more detailed analysis by wind direction sector, two deep array settings are 
tested and compared to a baseline: 
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0. NO2005 standard, WDC 0.04 - the baseline. 

1. Linear weight 35%, WDC 0.04. 

2. Linear weight 100%, but with increased WDC from 0.04 to 0.07. 

Setting 2 matches measurements almost perfect at 360 degrees, but looking at individual 
directions (see below), it is seen that this might not be a robust solution for all projects. 
For the directions where turbines are most densely spaced (north, east, south and west), 
an under-prediction is observed for the most wake-affected turbines. Moreover, it can be 
tricky to “guess” which WDC shall be used.  Setting number 1 handles all directions 
somewhat better (i.e. there is no systematic bias), and the default WDC is used. This is 
likely to be a better solution when the wind farm performance is not already known. 
 
The graphs below shows direction by direction in 30 degree sectors and illustrates how 
the measured/calculated ratio comes out across the average row by row, where all rows 
are arranged so the upwind row is row 1. The goal for a good wake model is horizontal 
lines in such graphs – the absolute values are less important, as they can reflect a wind 
speed bias. 
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Figure 170. Setting 0: Calculation with default NO2005 model, WDC 0.04.  

 
Row 1, leftmost, is upwind row. Wake losses are under estimated the more downwind in the row. 
 

 
Figure 171. Setting 1: Calculation with 35% linear weight.  

 
Reasonably straight lines for all direction sectors, meaning the wake model settings work well. 
(almost no data from NNE and ENE may explain poor behaviour here). 
 

 
Figure 172. Setting 2: Calculation with 100% Linear weight and WDC 0.07. 

 
Wake losses are over-predicted in back rows for the direction sectors where turbines are oriented 
along the sector. 
 
As observed, the more upwind the turbines (higher row numbers), the more energy 
under-prediction (wake loss over prediction) is seen for the east, south and west 
directions with 100% linear weight – this is somewhat critical. There are, due to the 
nature of the data, no perfect matches for any row. The north sector is not included due 
to very few data points in this sector. The presented case study can be concluded 
with no doubt that setting 1; the NO2005 with 35% linear weight is the best 
alternative. 
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The original N.O. Jensen model is not tested by direction, as the time-step based 
calculation concept cannot use this model and the very detailed analyses are more 
difficult to perform. 
 
In addition, and partly for evaluation of the mesoscale time consistence, a longer period is 
calculated, WITHOUT filtering poor performance problems out. The results can be seen in the figure 
below: 
 

 

Figure 173 Monthly measured and calculated 

 
The graph above shows partly the measured results (including availability loss and internal cabling 
grid loss) and partly the calculated results based on the standard WDC of 0.04. The deep array loss 
model alone and the deep array loss model combined with time step turbulence from mesoscale 
data (the last one is only from 2013, since meso data does not include turbulence before 2013). As 
can be seen, the difference in the three calculation models are hardly visible in the graph, but there 
are differences, which can be seen in the graph below: 
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Figure 174 Summarised result with different corrections 

 
Summarizing the results for the different calculation setups since March 15, 2013. While the losses 
are assumed to be in the order of 5% (2% grid and 3% availability loss), it is assumed the most 
refined calculation setup provides the best result. It is noted that use of the deep array loss model 
calculates 0.8% higher loss and the WDC changed by time step adds a further 0.7% loss. In 
combination, that is an addition of 1.5% loss. This seems very little, but, with 10% wake loss with a 
standard calculation, it is an increase in calculated wake loss of 15%. 
 
 

 

Figure 175 Monthly ratios measured/calculated 
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The results shown in the above graph are shown as ratios. The reason some months have higher 
measured values than calculated values is because mesoscale data is not that accurate. Note that 
only 6 months out of 125 exhibits higher measured values than calculated. For the months with lower 
measured values than calculated values, it is most likely due to availability problems. Here is seen 
how the added wake model corrections give slightly lower calculation results (higher ratios). 
 
The conclusion of the test with HR-1 calculations is due partly to the Mesoscale wind data 
performing “very precisely” (no post scaling) and partly to the deep array model modifies well. That 
the WDC is decided by TI adds further improvement. All in all, we recommend including all 
corrections. However,  we must set a “warning flag” regarding the use of the meso data turbulence. 
Usage of the meso data in this manner has proven to provide correct results at this and a few other 
tested sites, but no comprehensive validation on many sites has been performed so far. 
 
3.8.2.2 Lillgrund, Sweden offshore project 

This project is special due to the dense spacing - around 3.2x the rotor diameter (RD). The main 
wind direction is from WSW, along the row orientation. 
 

 

Figure 176 Measured and calculated from Performance Check module 

  
Shown above is the output from the PERFORMANCE CHECK module, where both measured and 
calculated turbine by turbine can be seen. Data is filtered by taking out larger down times in both 
measured and calculated values. Monthly production data for each turbine for 5 years (from 
December 2008) is used. Calculation is based on Mesoscale data. In general, it is a good match, but 
zooming in based on the ratios shows deviations. This is especially evident when based on the 
“standard” wake settings. Using the new deep array wake loss options help. 
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Figure 177 Wind farm layout and ratios measured/calculated, Lillgrund offshore 

 
As seen by Horns Rev, the new deep wake default settings improve the results quite a bit. The back 
row calculation performs, essentially, better. It is also observed how the 25% linear weight, by itself, 
does most of the modification. However, it overestimates the wake losses for the inner turbines, and 
it still underestimates the back row wake loss to a certain degree. These two problems are both 
improved by including the WDC reduction by number of up wind turbines. Note, although, that this 
option does not change results drastically - it just fine-tunes a bit. But, it is a good change, overall, in 
that larger windfarms with more rows will have a greater improvement in the wake decay results than 
previously.  
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 Test of model vs wind farm size 3.8.3

 
Figure 178. The development of calculated wake loss by wind farm size. 

 
Using a logarithmic x-axis, the calculated wake loss increases almost linearly with wind 
farm size when spacing is kept constant. 
 
For small wind farms (< 20 turbines), the three variants calculate almost identical results. 
The deviations increase as project size increases. 
  
By the time the project reaches 100 turbines, the NO2005 calculates around 2% more 
AEP than the original N.O. Jensen model. At 250 turbines, this increases to 3%. 
 
Using a linear weight of 35% in the NO2005 combination model, brings the result closer 
to the original N.O. Jensen model and AEP deviations are less than +/- 1%. Mirror wake 
is used in NO2005 in the figure above. 
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 Test of reduced WDC by upwind turbines on Horns Rev-1 3.8.4

 

 
Figure 179 Wake loss test. Blue graphs show the two WDC reduction methods. 

 
The presented graph shows the variation in calculated wake loss by row for several methods.  
Green line represents the observed wake loss, the red line represents the wake loss calculated with 
the original N.O. Jensen model. The two blue lines represent the wake calculated based on time 
varying data with NO 2005 method with 35% linear weight and WDC reduction by using 
method 1 and 2. Finally, the orange line represents the wake calculated with NO2005 with 35% 
linear weight in combination model and mirroring effect (for more details see Park model revision 
paper). 
Although the deviations between all methods are small, it can be seen that the results from the time 
varying calculation with NO 2005 method and WDC reduction gets closer to the observations than 
the rest of the methods. Zooming in, a clearer picture is seen: 
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Figure 180 Ratios measured/calculated wake loss illustrates the differences more precise. 

 
Part of the reason for the lack of full match can be explained by the data. But the trend is clear, the 
reduced WDC by upwind turbines straighten out the lines by calculating less wake loss in the “inner 
rows” while the outmost rows are calculated roughly as without WDC reduction. If the wind farm 
were larger, the reduced WDC would result in higher calculated wake losses compared to not using 
reduced WDC. 
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Figure 181 Comparison to the Original N.O.Jensen model and NO2005. 

 
Compared to original N.O.Jensen model it is seen that the NO2005 with 35% Linear weight’ 
calculates slightly higher wake losses (lower Meas/calc wake loss ratio). Compensating with reduced 
WDC, slightly lower at the rows which get too high loss calculation by org. NO model. But the most 
important NO2005 modification is the 35% Linear weight in the combination model. Without this, the 
NO2005 (grey line), calculates round 15% too low wake loss, which in this example mean about 
1.5% too high AEP. 
 

 Test of reduced WDC by upwind turbines on Egypt wind farm 3.8.5

Here the distances between the rows are essentially larger, while the in row distance is much 
smaller compared to HR1. Main wind direction is almost uniform, and row 1 is the upwind row. 
Figure 9 presents the wind farm design. 
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Figure 182 Wind farm layout, main wind direction is from NW.  

 
Approximate RD spacing: in row: 3, between rows: 14. 
 

 
Figure 183 Egypt wind farm with 100 turbines in 7 rows 
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It is seen how the NO2005 model under predicts wake losses remarkable for the back rows (the 
measured/ calculated AEP is low for back rows). The “base” WDC is here set differently by wind 
direction based on measured turbulence. 
With the applied 35% linear weight problem is almost solved. Including the WDC reduction by 
upwind turbines improves slightly for rows 2-3, but for the back rows 6-7 it is arguable if an 
improvement is seen, however other reasons could be behind this.  

 
Figure 184 Turbine by turbine measured/calculated energy production. 

 
Quite some deviations within the rows are seen, which can be partly explained by topographic*) 
issues, partly by operational issues. It is therefore difficult to judge if the row average values give a 
correct picture of which model variant is the best. A reason for the small under prediction of the back 
rows with the WDC reduction model, can here also be the use of too low WDC. Setting this slightly 
up, would lower the measured/calculated values especially for the back rows. 
The good thing is that using the same settings for the WDC reduction as for Horns Rev example, still 
work well on a fully different layout. 
 
*) It shall be noted that later calculations on the wind farm above show that with more accurate 
elevation data the most remarkable outliers are brought in line. It can thereby for sure be said that 
the outlier problems mainly are related to lack of elevation data quality. 
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 Test of WDC reduction on varying wind farm sizes 3.8.6

 
Figure 185 WDC reductions by upwind turbines tested on varying wind farm sizes. 

 
As seen from the graph, the calculated wake loss with NO 2005 35% linear weight model (grey line), 
as the major model parameter, and the two applied WDC reduction models (yellow and green), 
shows quite similar values, by looking at the average for the entire wind farm. The benefit from the 
WDC reduction is that it compensates for the over prediction of the wake losses typically for front 
rows (2 to aprox.5) and compensates for the under prediction of the wake losses for the downwind 
rows.  
 
 

 WAsP versions modifications 3.8.7

The WAsP model itself will not be explained in detail here (see Risø/DTU WAsP manual), only the 
changes of high importance for the user in the more recent versions. From the very first versions, 
until and including ver. 9, the model itself has only changed marginally, and the calculation results, 
thereby, also. The major improvement during the earlier WAsP model changes is the capability to 
handle more map file points.  However, from version 10.0, model modifications have been made. 
These mainly relate to stability correction handling, especially for offshore and near shore, but, also, 
the roughness map interpretation has been improved. The corrections were partly included in ver. 
10.0, but first fully implemented in ver. 10.1 and 10.2. We, therefore, do not recommend using ver. 
10.0 in offshore or coastal regions. The corrections relate to the default heat flux parameters - the 
way roughness in a coastal zone is interpreted and to formula modifications. The result of the 
corrections is a smoother change between on shore and offshore stability correction. The 
windstatistics for offshore is different if it is generated from WAsP 9 or 10.2+. 
 
This means that an offshore or near shore windstatistics made from WAsP 9 SHOULD NOT 
be used in any version from WAsP 10.2 or vice versa. 
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This can best be illustrated by an example: 4 windstatistics are generated from the same time series 
data: 
 

Top row is using WAsP 9 and bottom row is using WAsP 10.2. Left column is assuming a class 0 site and the 
right column is assuming a class 1 site 

 
In the left column, the class 0 data is almost the same using the two WAsP versions. The highest 
level is at 200m, although the result is slightly lower with WAsP 10.2 – a part of the formula 
modification. BUT, for the onshore classes, the wind speeds are essentially higher with WAsP 10.2 - 
around 0.2 m/s.  
 
This means that a WAsP 10.2 calculation could calculate up to around 10% higher AEP than 
WAsP 9 at an onshore site, if the data basis were offshore. 
 
In the right column, the onshore site, the onshore class data 1, 2 and 3 are almost identical from the 
two versions. Again 200m has slightly lower results with WAsP 10.2 – a part of the formula 
modification. BUT the class 0 data is around 0.3 m/s lower when calculated with 10.2.  
 
This means that a WAsP 10.2 calculation would calculate up to around 10% lower AEP at an 
offshore site, if the data basis were onshore. 
 
The changes are, of course, not serious as long data is used in the same environment it comes from 
(e.g., offshore for offshore). But, it should be mentioned that, in the coastal region, where there is 
part water and part land, quite unpredictable changes can be seen. Here, it will be especially 
important to use the same WAsP version for generation of windstatistics.  
 
From the tables, it is also seen that, with large hub heights (>100m), WAsP 10.2 calculates slightly 
lower wind speeds than WAsP 9 – this is so both on and offshore have a general modification of the 
stability correction model. Based on quality test data in an offshore environment and from tall masts, 
this correction appears to give a better reproduction of the measurements. 
 

 

                          

Figure 186 Four windstatistic results for Lillgrund offshore, different WAsP’s. 
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Figure 187 Test case calculations showing the WAsP stability model shift 

 
The example above illustrates the improvement regarding smoothing the stability model shift. Two 
turbines just 200m apart, both around 4 km offshore, are calculated. In sector 5, there is a roughness 
change from class 0 to class 0.4 at a 10 km distance. The graphs show the ratio of the calculated 
AEP between WAsP9/WAsP10.2. Looking at the rose, it is seen that, in sector 5, what happens for 
the two turbines is very different. This is where the distance to the roughness change in sector 5 is 
just around 10 km. A change from 0 to a higher class decides that WASP 9 shall change between 
on- and offshore stability in that direction. The parameter: “Width of coastal zone” decides this and 
can be changed, but the default is 10 km. It’s an obvious inconsistence, which is in WAsP 9, but not 
in WAsP 10.2. But, the graph also shows how the calculation results are smaller in general with 
WAsP 9 when the wind come from land, while the 9 and 10.2 results are the same when wind comes 
from the open sea.  
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Figure 188 Wind profiles, measured and calculated 

 
 
A test on reproducing measured profiles in large heights is shown above. It is seen that WAsP 10.2 
predicts the vertical profile slightly better than WAsP 9. The 160m points (purple squares) are from 
another mast nearby and, therefore, not fully comparable to the measured (red triangles). Based on 
both masts measured at 100m, the 160m point is scaled (yellow triangle), and it is observed that the 
WAsP calculated profile matches measurements well up to 160m, with a small advantage for WAsP 
10.2 relative to WAsP 9. 
 
3.8.7.1 Tests of calculation in a coastal region with different hub heights.  

The calculation setup can be seen in the figure on the next page: 
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Figure 189 Model setup for test of WAsP model 

 
Based on a met mast 1800m from the west coast, a row of turbines are calculated based on the two 
different WAsP versions, where the windstatistics are generated with same version as is used in the 
calculation. The turbine row starts 13.5 km offshore and ends 23.5 km onshore. 
  

 

Figure 190 Map details for test setup 

 
The map gives an idea of the surface roughness around the test row. The row crosses a large forest 
area along the onshore part. 
 

 

Figure 191 Results of WAsP 10.2 vs 9 calculations 
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For a 15 m hub height there is two variants: one calculated without orography and one with. For all 
other heights, orography is included, and for all calculations, digital roughness maps are included.  
It is seen that there are quite some differences between the WAsP 10.2 and WAsP 9 results, but it is 
not that easy to come to a clear conclusion as to why. Starting with the 150m hub height, WAsP 10.2 
results are around 1% lower the first 3 km offshore, but then rise up to 3% higher around 10 km 
offshore. Onshore, the results are lower the first 15 km, up to 3%, but get then slightly higher. A 
“reversed” pattern is seen for very low hub heights, but with up to 8% higher results onshore. There 
is two dramatic peaks in the graph. The leftmost peak is due to differences in roughness 
interpretation in the two models. The rightmost is due to different orography interpretation. This just 
illustrates that, besides the major model changes, some minor bug fixes also contributes to the 
differences and leads to a recommendation to always use the latest version. 
 
In conclusion, there are obvious improvements, and, especially offshore and in coastal regions, we 
recommend using WAsP 10.2 due to better reproduction of the measured shear. For fully onshore 
sites (when measurements also are fully on shore) there seems only to be differences when hub 
heights are > 100m. However, if measurements are in coastal regions, the changes in calculation 
results can be quite large. We cannot yet say, based on actual turbines, if one or the other models 
performs better. But the most important conclusion is: Do not use different WAsP versions in 
coastal regions to generate and use windstatistics! 
 

 Displacement height calculation 3.8.8

 

Figure 192 Test wind farm for displacement height 

 
Above is an example of a large wind farm: 67 x 225 kW turbines (31m hub, 29m RD), with a 15 m 

forest just to the west (main wind direction). This is an ideal test case, except for the production data 

logging not being very good.  
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Figure 193 Results of calculation with and without displacement height 

 
For a shorter period (1 quarter), reasonably good production data is collected for the turbines 
marked on the map in figure 167 and shown in this graphic. The standard calculation is a calculation 
based on Mesoscale wind data for the same period as the production data. Note especially the 
turbine row 10-18. Here, the west most (10) are calculated as having the highest values due to low 
wake losses. But, the actual production from these turbines is lowest and the production increases 
towards east. The obvious reason is the influence from the forest. Calculation with the forest model 
(displacement height calculator) captures the decrease in production very well for the turbines nearer 
to the forest.  
 

 

Figure 194 Test of displacement height used for 4000 DK turbines 

 
In another example, an analysis was performed for 4000 operating DK wind turbines where 
calculated results were compared with measured production. The forest concept was tested simply 
by giving a roughness class of 3 and higher a “forest status”. On the x-axis is how much this corrects 
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the individual wind farms, on average: up to 18% reduction. And, also shown is how the goodness 
(measured/calculated) is lifted from 80% to almost 100% for most of the influenced turbines. It is 
obvious that the forest model performs well in improving the goodness of the more forest- influenced 
turbines, and that it brings the trend closer in line with that of the least influenced turbines.  
 

 Elevation model pitfalls 3.8.9

Based on many post construction evaluations, some trends are seen when doing a calculation in 
elevated terrain. The two major issues are: 

 In less steep terrain, higher elevated turbines are under predicted by the WAsP model relative to 

lower elevated turbines. With WAsP-CFD, similar results are seen, although there is some 

improvement.  

 In steep terrain (>30% slopes) higher elevated turbines are over predicted by the WAsP model 

relative to lower elevated turbines. The RIX correction can partially repair this problem, however, the 

WAsP-CFD, or other CFD models, would be a better choice than the WAsP model in this scenario. 

 

 

Figure 195 Ratio measured/calculated for a site in Germany with elevation differences 

 
Above is an example from a German site with turbines in elevation from 133m to 157m. A very clear 
trend is seen in that the turbines with lower elevation are over predicted relative to the turbines with 
higher elevation - an almost 7% per 10m elevation difference. Based on more internal calculation 
examples, the value varies from 3- 7% per 10m. This has high importance when having 
reference turbines with different elevations relative to the new project to be calculated. 
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Figure 196 Example as in previous figure, but including WAsP CFD calculation. 

 
Above is another example, with a less clear trend, but where WAsP-CFD is tested as an alternative 
to WAsP. For WAsP,  a ratio of 7% per 10m is shown, as in the previous example. This ratio is 
lowered to 3% per 10m when based on WAsP-CFD. 
For complex terrain (large steepness), see the WAsP-CFD validation paper on the EMD help desk 
website: http://help.emd.dk/knowledgebase/default.aspx. 
 

 Checking the Power Curve 3.8.10

3.8.10.1 The Ce value 

A key parameter when checking the power curve is the non-dimensional Ce curve, which can be 
used for direct comparison of different power curves. If the maximum Ce value exceeds 0.5, the 
power curve must be assumed incorrect. Ce is the electrical efficiency, meaning that losses in energy 
conversion of rotor and drive train (gearbox and generator) are included. If these losses were zero, 
the Ce could have a maximum of 0.6, the “Betz-limit”, where it, mathematically, can be proven that a 
turbine rotor cannot take more than 60% of energy out of the wind. Theoretically, if the rotor took 
100% of the energy out of the wind, the wind speed behind the rotor would be 0 m/s, and the air 
would disappear behind the rotor. While the rotors are not “ideal”, there will be losses in the drive 
train, therefore, a Ce of 0.5 is considered an upper limit. 
  

 

Figure 197 Example of power, Ce and Ct curves from windPRO 
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Above is an example of power, Ce and Ct curves of a 2 MW turbine with a 90 m rotor diameter. Max. 
Ce is 0.45 in this example. The example is a turbine developed around 2000. Since then, the 
standard Ce has increased towards 0.5. This is due to better blade design, more efficient control 
systems and drive train solutions, and the use of permanent magnets in the generators. The most 
important issue in turbine design, however, is still the Cost Of Energy (COE), and the highest Ce 

might not mean the lowest COE. So, even if it was possible to go above a Ce of 0.5, it probably 
would not bring down COE – at least not with present technology options. 
 
3.8.10.2 HP/PN-check 

Another possible method for checking the power curve is the HP/PN method, where HP is the 
abbreviation for Helge Petersen, first manager of Risø test station for wind turbines, and PN is for 
the Manager of EMD, Per Nielsen. 
 
Helge Petersen did a comprehensive study around 2000 where a large number of power curves 
were compared. The conclusion was that grouping the turbines by design/control strategy (pitch/stall 
and 1-generator/2-generator), and normalizing by specific power, all turbines had identical power 
curves. This resulted in a set of tables, giving the output per square meter rotor area for the different 
designs/control strategies as a function of mean wind speed with specific power as a parameter.  
 
Per Nielsen has later taken over the work of Helge Petersen and updated the study with turbines that 
are more recent and added some experience-based adjustments (see below). The tables are 
implemented in windPRO, and a comparison tool for checking how a given power curve compares to 
the standard tables is available.  
 

 

Figure 198 Example of HP check of power curve 

 
Above is an example of the HP/PN comparison. As seen in this example, the HP value at 5-6 m/s 
average wind speed matches exactly the power curve value. At 7 m/s, the HP value is 2% higher 
than the power curve value. At 9 m/s, it is 1% lower. If the deviation is more than +/-3% at a given 
wind speed, there should be concerns about the reality of the power curve.  Note that the 
comparison is based on Rayleigh distributed wind (Weibull k=2) at standard air density (1.225). If 
turbines are running in noise-reduced mode, the HP check value tells the loss due to noise 
reduction. If the non-noise reduced mode has a check value of 1 and the noise reduced a value of 7, 
the noise reduced operation can be considered to cause a loss of around 6% (see example below). 
 

 

Figure 199 Example of HP check of power curves with noise reduction 

 
From version 2.4, the HP values have been improved in that WTGs smaller than 150 kW are given 
reduced HP values based on experience. This means that: 
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 50-149 kW: power is reduced to 90% for 50 kW, and, in a linear manner, reduced up to 100% 
for 150 kW. 

 WTGs below 50 kW are reduced to 90%. 

 1 generator, pitch-regulated WTGs are reduced by 4% for mean wind speeds below 7 m/s. 
 
With these corrections, the HP values will be more accurate for all WTG sizes. 
From version 2.8, further improvements are made. There are now 5 check tables: 
 
Table 11 HP/PN grouping of turbine types for power curve check 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
NOTE: When using the HP check it is VERY important that the field in the turbine catalogue called 
“Generator type” is correctly filled. From version 2.8, the 2-generator and variable speed means two 
different check tables. The “variable speed” version reflects more the 2000-12 generation of modern 
turbines with inverters to control the rotor speed, while the “2-generator” version is more relevant for 
older turbines. 
 
The updates are based on comprehensive analyses by Per Nielsen, which was based on 23 
reasonable, new power curves (2000-12 turbines). These are divided into Specific power classes, 
analysed part by part (foot, leg, shoulder and arm), and are the basis for establishment of “artificial 
power curves.” These are then the basis for calculation of the new “HP/PN-table values” included in 
most recent windPRO versions. 
 

Stall – 1 generator 

Stall – 2 generator/variable 

Pitch – 1 generator 

Pitch – 2 generator (updated 2012) 

Pitch – variable speed (NEW 2012) 
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Figure 200 Example of production vs wind speed for generic turbine 

 
Above are the results of the analyses for the Pitch-variable speed, modern 2000-12 turbine. The 
parameter is specific power in W/m2 rotor area. 
 

 Test of Turbulence scaling 3.8.11

With the SCALER and time step PARK calculation, it is possible to establish the turbulence for each 
time step at each WTG position in hub height, see section 4.8.4. This can partly be used for 
turbulence correction of the power curve (only pitch regulated turbines) and partly to control the 
WDC in wake loss calculations. 
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Figure 201 The site mast with measurements, turbulence in 40 m and 50 m. 

 
Below the different variants of establishing the turbulence by SCALER calculations at a specific 
turbine position is tested. 
 

 
Figure 202 Turbulence calculated at WTG-1 at 47 m hub height from different sources. 

 
As seen the calculated turbulence based on 40 m as well as 50 m measurements is exact the same. 
This show the model perform the transformation correct based on different heights. 
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The Model calculated TI is based on WAsP CFD model results. This comes out with slightly higher 
turbulence than measured. Finally, the TI taken from MESO data (EMDConWx) is shown. This is 
again some higher than the measurements. Overall not very large deviations. 
 
To test the calculation concept more comprehensive, the calculated TI at two different turbines is 
tested. At WT-10 the calculated (free) wind speed is 5% higher than at WT-1, therefore round 5% 
lower calculated TI are expected at WT-10. 
 

 
Figure 203 The ratio of TI at WT-1 and WT-10 with different calculation settings. 

 
As seen, the result comes out reasonable as expected. The calculated TI is 3-5% higher at WT-1 
than at WT-10. In addition, it work similar based on all 4 described calculation settings. 
 
It is hereby shown that the SCALER calculates the TI at different positions as expected. The 
accuracy of the calculated turbulence will although not be more precise than the data and models 
behind. In some terrain, the real turbulence might differ more than the model calculations show. 
 
 

3.9 Loss & Uncertainty 

The PARK calculation provides the results assuming all turbines are running “full time” and it 
provides the AEP results measured at the turbine, which is usually the output before the step up 
transformer. Although, in some cases, power curves can represent the output after the step-up 
transformer. Power curves will also typically include noise reduced operation modes (selected by 
user). But other losses apart from wake losses will not be include in the calculated AEP by PARK. 
To get the expected AEP sold to grid, as well as grid losses as losses due to turbine availability, 
curtailments, etc., must be subtracted. This can be done in a PARK calculation as a “lump sum” - a 
simple percentage reduction. But a far more comprehensive evaluation can be done by importing the 
PARK results into the LOSS AND UNCERTAINTY evaluation module in windPRO. This partly makes 
sure all possible losses are judged and partly that there will be specific calculation options helping to 
get the losses more precisely calculated. An example is the high wind hysteresis, which can be 
calculated based on the wind distribution and entered controller settings. High wind hysteresis is how 
low the wind speed shall go and for how long of a time before a turbine restarts after a high wind, 
cut-out event.  
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The uncertainty can also partly be judged, partly calculated, by help from the LOSS AND 
UNCERTAINTY module. Here are more refined calculation options, like calculation of the uncertainty 
based on the distance between measurement mast and each turbine.  
The LOSS AND UNCERTAINTY module is described in detail in the windPRO 2.9 manual chapter 
12. This chapter will, at a later stage, be integrated into this manual. 
 

3.10 Appendices: From windPRO 2.9 manual, not included in this manual: 

 MCP – Measure/Correlate/Predict (long term correction) 3.10.1

This covers long term correction of short term measurements and generation of long term 
windstatistics. MCP also has a feature for generation of a windstatistics based on Meso data using 
the Meso terrain included in METEO object (EMD-ConWx data or Wrf-on-demand Meso data from 
windPRO). 
 

 LOSS AND UNCERTAINTY  3.10.2

LOSS AND UNCERTAINTY allows the user to calculate the P50, P75, P90 etc. estimates for the 
AEP by using detailed judgements/calculations of different loss and uncertainty issues. 
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